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talent speaks 
italian 
everywhere.

In London as in New York, in Beijing as in Mumbai, the term ‘fashion-design’, 
together with ‘cuisine’, to tell you the truth, is synonymous with Italian style. The 

label ‘Made in Italy’ lends a certain glamour to or implies a certain value in any 
design, encompassing as it does a variety of products, styles, workmanship and 

details that are transposable and, in many cases, across sectors and disciplines.

Unlike Istituto Marangoni, for those who do not work in the interlinked fields of 
fashion and design, there could be some doubt regarding their identification as a 

united historical-cultural front, one that is distinctive, national and composed of 
functionality, experimentation, entrepreneurial genius and craftsmanship: the Italian 

genius loci.

Yet it is precisely this bridge, the project as a creative expression and its management 
as a business model, which has been the basis of the successful teaching methodology 

at Istituto Marangoni for 80 years: the school recognizes the pedagogic importance of 
teaching this combined special mix of ‘project + management’ and it was with this mix 

that a new distinctive, unique, personal and decidedly Italian educational model was born 
in 1935 in Milano.

Since then, Istituto Marangoni has never ceased to believe in the value of proper training, 
constantly updating its programmes and courses, which strictly adhere to the evolving market 

and cultural trends in fashion, to be able to respond to the specific needs of a sector which 
is often overlooked in public education. Istituto Marangoni schools in Milano, London, Paris 

and Shanghai have enhanced the talents of four generations of professionals; almost 40,000 
individuals worldwide. 

Over 3,000 talented students from 92 countries participate in the exhaustive offer of a multilingual 
set of courses. They enjoy an incomparable network of alumni, a precious source of work contacts, 

cultural exchanges and inspirational projects. A global network of partners and representative offices 
guide and inform potential applicants of the courses available to them in a timely manner anywhere 

in the world. The most gifted students participate in the prestigious international events at the end 
of the academic programme, ‘The Fashion Show’ and ‘The Degree Show’. An ample programme of 

scholarships is offered to the most worthy and talented students.

This is the ‘Marangoniness’, the Italian genius loci in education.

paris

milano london

shanghai

Are you
interested in

short courses?
download

the short couses prospectus
from istitutomarangoni.com



4 capitals
for creativity,
talent and
passion.

Milano
Paris

London

Shanghai
The courses offered by Istituto Marangoni are closely tied to the 5 schools, which are 
dedicated exclusively to fashion and design and located in the world fashion and design 

capitals: Milano, Paris, London and Shanghai. 

5 places where talented students can meet and interact with various universes, through an 
approach that includes both theory and practice and links to planning and management in 

fashion and design. There are many disciplines of different durations and levels that students 
can follow, according to the school chosen, to guide them towards their future professions.



milano,
the centre of 
fashion and design.

Istituto Marangoni was founded here, 80 years ago, where the greatest names in Italian 
prét-â-porter, Domenico Dolce, Franco Moschino and Alessandra Facchinetti, made 
their homes. The school is right in the city centre, two steps from the fashion avenue par 
excellence, Montenapoleone, and inside the so-called ‘quadrilateral of fashion’. In Milano, 
fashion is everywhere, and at Istituto Marangoni students find instruments to interpret and 
guide trends, through programmes that are constantly being updated. Here professionals 
and highly specialized technicians who are ready to work in the fashion world at the highest 
levels, are trained in creativity, organization and commerce. 

Istituto Marangoni started in the fashion world and has arrived today with the School of 
Design, just few steps from the School of Fashion. Here students and individuals from 
around the world meet and engage with one another, in a continuous exchange of stimuli, 
ideas, projects and visions that have, as their common denominator, the evolution of the 
language of aesthetics.

Milano School of Fashion • Via Verri 4 • 20121 Milano • Italy (1)
Milano School of Design • Via Cerva 24 • 20122 Milano • Italy (2)
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The prestigious School of Design of Istituto Marangoni is in partnership with an industry legend, designer and talent 
spotter extraordinaire, Arch. Giulio Cappellini, and provides the best educational offer in the fields of interior, 
product and visual design. Cappellini has always been an attentive observer of the development of design trends 
and has been comparing since several years its own Company philosophy with young students and designers with 
a different and varying cultural background. Therefore, with great pleasure, Giulio Cappellini together with the 
Company’s Creative Team have decided to participate in the development of Istituto Marangoni School of Design, 
a special project which connects Milano’s industrial culture and the formative activities of the city.

The School of Design is built in the heart of the city, in via Cerva in Milano, with 5 modern floors, technological 
and distinctly Italian, exclusively dedicated to design. The courses are well structured through a multi-faceted 
approach that includes theory and practice: from the marketing to the prototyping of objects that are crea-
ted in the studio workshop. Through seminars on fashion and design, the School of Design completes and 
redesigns what is currently already available in Milano, with an exceptional 1:10 teacher student ratio in 
design courses (1 main teacher and 1 teaching associate, always present in a class with a maximum of 20 
students).

It is a completely new space, in an area where the most important international and national design 
companies are located, bordering the fashion quarter and Via Montenapoleone, supplied with all the 
necessary sources to interpret and guide the trends: a materials archive for design, dense and updated 
thanks to the strong collaboration with companies in the sector; a light modeling workshop to assist 
the development of projects and 3D consideration of shapes and construction techniques and functio-
nal details functionality; an ample and up-to-date library dedicated to design and fashion, to art and 
aesthetics, with texts, journals and specific online resources; computer rooms with the latest Apple 
Mac computers equipped with updated hardware and software that is specific for design; ample 
open-spaces for work and entertainment.



The Paris School of Fashion is a few minutes from the Place de l’Opera, in a seven storeys 
high building, near the Faubourg Saint Honorè, where many of the most famous fashion 
houses of Paris breathe the air: Chanel, Hermès, Lanvin and so on. The Paris School of 
Fashion offers an education that starts with the history of haute couture and arrives at 
modern fashion. Every day in the classroom, the students meet established international 
professionals from the main French fashion houses, in order to develop their abilities in 
every area of the fashion system, from consulting to publishing to marketing.

Paris School of Fashion • 48, Rue de Miromesnil • 75008 Paris • France

paris,
l’haute couture
c’est moi.
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london, 
the avant garde. 

The School of Fashion is in the coolest artistic and creative area of London: Shoreditch. The 
right place to watch the future with all the visual and cultural stimulation around. From here 
come the new styles and trends in fashion as well as in art and design. There are also the 
stars of cinema and cuisine; new restaurants are constantly being opened by giants in the 
industry. Attending the London School of Fashion, one can come into contact with a world 
that is evolving, accompanied by a teaching faculty that are motivated and ready to share 
their knowledge and know-how.

London School of Fashion • 30, Fashion Street E1 • 6PX London • United Kingdom
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shanghai, 
the new frontier.

Istituto Marangoni Fashion Training Centre of Shanghai is the Italian eye that peers into 
the future of the world, watching new market trends in international and Asian fashion, 
and is located in the city centre, Nanjing road, in one of the most successful commercial 
developments in China: Plaza 66, where more than 100 world renowned luxury and fashion 
brands have their shops. The Fashion Training Centre is in the prestigious Tower 2, part of 
the entire complex that is one of the city’s most admired landmarks.

Istituto Marangoni Shanghai was created to find innovative points of contact between the 
culture of Italian fashion and Asian professionalism. With short, specialized courses aimed 
at Fashion Design, Retail, Visual Merchandising, Cutting and Marketing, introducing current 
world leading European-style fashion trends and maintain the model of ‘keeping balance 
between fashion creativity and business benefit’.

Shanghai Fashion Training Centre
Floor 30, Tower 2 • Plaza 66 no.1266 • West Nan Jing Road • 200040 Shanghai · China
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Is it possible to teach fashion? This was probably the question that, in 1935, Giulio Marangoni, 
famous for his clothes, which were worn by the Italian aristocracy, asked himself when he decided 

to found the ‘Istituto Artistico dell’Abbigliamento Marangoni’ in Milano, a school where highly-
specialized professionals and technicians in the world of fashion were educated in a field that was 

dominated by France and its couturiers.

In 80 years, Istituto Marangoni has never stopped believing in the value of education and training, 
constantly updating its programmes and courses so they keep reflecting ever-evolving market de-

mands and responding precisely to a finely-tuned sector, which is ‘snubbed’ in public education, es-
pecially in Italy, in order to create an ideal bridge between the project as a creative expression and its 

management as an entrepreneurial expression. 

Being a pioneer in the training for the fashion and design sectors means being trusted by the most im-
portant companies in the industry. This is the highest recognition of Istituto Marangoni students’ level of 

proficiency. Companies are interested in what happens at the schools, and at the same time they keep the 
school up-to-date on their news and activities. It is a continuous exchange of requirements and ideas. There 

are a number of opportunities, ranging from special study projects specifically requested by leading fashion 
and design companies, to other support tools designed to respond to the constant need for the exchange of 
information between students and companies. These are special initiatives that complement and complete 

the teaching program. These companies offer their experience to Istituto Marangoni’s students and from them 
they choose their future employees.

teaching fashion
and design,
between creativity,
entrepreneurship
and industries.



enhancing talent
 since 1935.

The professionals of today for those of tomorrow: a well-known historic test bed laboratory of 
artistic and visual culture with an international imprint. Over 3,000 students-talents deriving 
from 92 different countries. Excellent relations with the industry in Europe and all over the 
world, to teach the new professionals and introduce them to the world of work. Here studen-
ts and individuals from around the world meet and engage with one another, in a continuo-
us exchange of stimuli, ideas, projects and visions that have as their common denominator 
the evolution of the language of aesthetics.

5 schools with unique and exclusive settings, in the city centres of the leading capitals 
of fashion and design. A complete and multilingual set of courses. An incomparable 
network of alumni, a precious source of work contacts, cultural exchanges and inspira-
tional projects. A global network of partners in representative offices, in a position to 
guide and inform potential applicants in a timely manner anywhere in the world of the 
courses available. Direct student participation in the most prestigious international 
events at the end of an academic pathway in the Fashion Show & Degree Show. 
An ample programme of scholarships to the most worthy and talented students.

This is the ‘Marangoniness’, a unique and very precious mix, born from the en-
counter of a historic school with the its foundation blocks that form ‘inside’ the 
industry and product managers, stylists, designers, marketing experts, consul-
ting business agencies, photographers, buyers, art directors, interior designers 
decorators, graphic designers coming from  all the best companies in the sec-
tor. It is their, whose teaching at the schools, that not only brings everyday 
work experience to the in studios, consulting firms, production and distribu-
tion companies agencies and publishing houses into the seminar rooms, 
but also invaluable pragmatic values.



fashion and design,
seen by new
protagonists.

Develop abilities, grow new talent. Since 1935, this has been the mission of Istituto  
Marangoni, always with an eye towards furnishing those who choose Istituto Marangoni 
for their education with the most needed skills for creative self expression. In Milano 
(fashion & design), Paris, London, Shanghai, in the classrooms of the schools of Istituto 
Marangoni, 4 generations of professionals from 92 countries have tested their talents, 
representing its historic patrimony.

Today Istituto Marangoni is an established and recognized laboratory of aesthetic 
European-style culture with the finest Italian imprinting, which collaborates with the 
most interesting names in the sectors and where those teachers are able to pass 
on their expertise to the excellence of tomorrow. They are professionals turned 
teachers, capable of contextualizing the learning in the classroom with the realities 
of the market. The courses include constant contact with the most interesting 
design companies and fashion houses, the kind that then choose Istituto 
Marangoni’s stars of tomorrow for their companies.
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The School of Fashion at Istituto Marangoni aims to develop the creativity of candidates 
based on the concept of ‘Made in Italy’ and the legacy of Italian craftsmanship, which is 
imbued with strong aesthetic references to the history of art, fashion and Italian design. 
In addition to cultural underpinning, there is also critical analysis, design and processing in 

the studio; a study methodology that is particular to Istituto Marangoni, which over time, has 
proven the success of this method.

The School of Fashion offers numerous educational courses in the areas of Fashion Design, 
Styling, Communication and Business, in order to meet the multiple needs of the candidates, 

and is divided into two macro-areas called ‘Undergraduate Programmes’ and ‘Postgraduate 
Programmes’, which in turn are encapsulated in five types of courses:

Preparatory Courses for Undergraduate Programmes
One Year Courses

BA (Hons) Degrees • Three Year Courses
Preparatory Courses for Postgraduate Programmes
Master’s Degrees • Master’s Courses • Cycles de Spécialisation



Preparatory Course / This is a course that will expand one’s critical independence on 
the basis of previously acquired experiences and skills. The course also provides English 
language study. Upon successful completion of the course, students will have achieved 

the necessary level to apply for one of the BA (Hons) Degree programmes at Istituto 
Marangoni.

One Year Courses / These programmes have been specifically designed to meet the 
needs of those who have limited time and no prior experience. They allow students to acquire 

a thorough knowledge of all the technical concepts related to fashion. Those students who 
already have a university degree and specific requirements, on completion will be able to 
access the postgraduate programmes offered at Istituto Marangoni.

BA (Hons) Degrees1 • Three Year Courses / These programmes are designed for students 
who want to enter the fashion and design field, but have no prior experience in those areas. These 
programmes provide a complete education and allow students to acquire all of the necessary 

knowledge to carry out a profession to the highest standard. The chosen course can be attended 
in full in a single campus or split between those existing in Milano, Paris and London. 

BA (Hons) Degrees1 (sandwich) / This four-year validated course includes a 36-week 
placement. The first two years of learning take place in the school and are then followed by a third 

year placement spent working in the fashion industry. At the end of the placement students return to 
school to complete the fourth and final year of the BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich).  

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a BA (Hons) Degree 
by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course which includes 36-week placement. 
120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an honours degree, so students will obtain 360 credits upon successful 
completion of the three-year course. Students on the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 placement credits for this year. All candi-

dates should meet specific requirements (please check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); 
for further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

undergraduate   programmes



Milano  

 | 27

London   

The foundation qualification allows students to make an informed choice 
regarding the course at Istituto Marangoni that best suits their skills and 
abilities, and it can lead to progression to the three-year undergraduate 
programmes. It is a year of new challenges and ideas that will improve the 
student’s critical independent thinking. The already acquired experiences and 
skills will be further developed with creative projects and practical techniques.

Academic discipline is at the heart of this course, focusing particularly on 
intensive learning. It involves in-depth study of analytical principles, techniques 
for exploration and enquiry, and research into context and materials. This is done 
through a learning approach that identifies and capitalises on each student’s 
strengths and emerging talent. English language and study skills support the 
communication of ideas in both the verbal and written format. Creative projects 
will be followed by specialist routes into fashion design (with business) and 
fashion communication (with styling, graphics and photography). Part of the 
course involves developing an individual creative style and concept ideas to take 
forward over the subsequent three years of study.

your first step towards
a career in fashionfoundation year

Undergraduate Programmes | Preparatory Course

learning outcomes
•  record and critically investigate relevant the-

oretical underpinnings in order to research, 
generate ideas and experiment;

•  demonstrate the ability to use a wide range 
of artistic media to communicate ideas, and 
articulate ideas in both the written and ver-
bal form;

•  demonstrate an understanding of facts, 
knowledge and concepts about context, 
mood & meaning as they relate to art and 
design;

•  illustrate awareness of and competence in 
communication and brand identity for the 
fashion industry.

programme
• christo > temporary disguising

• rothko > deconstruction & semiotics
• warhol > communication & marketing
• english language, study skills and culture

 | 27

Undergraduate Programmes  |  Preparatory Course



Milano   Paris   

Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

The aim of the intensive one-year course in Fashion Design is to train, in a short period of time, future professionals to design fashion 
collections, emphasizing research, creativity and marketing. Starting with the technical study of design, they will learn about fabric 
analysis and the manufacture of clothing, as well as other aspects of production. The uniqueness of the training lies in its provision of 
tools of creativity combined with those of technology, tools that have been developed taking into account cultural influences that are 
both symbolic and economic.

The participant will develop their own collection of clothing during the course, starting with freehand drawing and the knowledge of the 
basics of clothing manufacture. The participant will be encouraged and guided to develop their own personal ‘visual language’ to illustrate 
and communicate the best work for their portfolio and their proposal for a collection.

The course covers all the techniques of both visual and market research, and gives the participant a growth path that will allow, on the one 
hand, extreme professionalism in contextualizing and creating original ideas and responding to markets and cultures, and on the other to 
present their work through new media and highly specialised graphic techniques that are responsive to the needs of the market.

all aspects of
fashion in a
single programme

programme
•  fashion illustration and collection design 
•  cut and construction analysis 
•  design and communication 
•  collection and brand analysis 
•  design vision 
•  personal research and final collection

fashion design
intensive

opportunities
The participants from this course will be able to work with an eye towards the future, always focusing on 
new developments for brands, or in collaboration with companies, as well as design, consulting and research 
studios. They will be able to design collections, for both men and women, for different markets, in a timely and 
appropriate manner. In addition to clothing lines, they will study the development of accessories. They may 
also carry out training days within their fields of competency or offer specific advice on trend forecasting in 
other sectors, thanks to the know-how acquired in the field of analysis of the international fashion scene and 
the forecasting of emerging trends.

learning outcomes
•  develop techniques and processes to com-

municate their ‘fashion ideas’ in a profes-
sional manner;

•  master the areas of application of the pro-
cess of fashion design, necessary for the 
implementation and development of a full 
fashion collection;

•  understand the tailoring techniques of cut-
ting and sewing of clothes;

•  understand, distinguish and evaluate vari-
ous types of clothes and fabrics (and their 
composition) to understand their applica-
bility and performance in fashion products;

•  carry out independent research.

 | 29

Undergraduate Programmes  |  One Year Course
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Aimed at those who want to approach the world of styling in a professional manner, but have little time available. This one-year course 
enables students to approach the different aspects of fashion styling and extend their knowledge of trends and current fashion aesthetics.  
It is designed to teach professionals the expertise to use the photographic image as a visual language of fashion communication.

The intensive course allows the participant to gain knowledge of a variety of communication models that the fashion world uses to promote a 
product and seduce the audience. The attention to publishing and experimentation with visual languages encourages the participant to approach 
the profession of fashion stylist in an innovative and captivating way. Starting with the study of historical styles and the interaction between 

fashion and art, the participant will acquire the knowledge needed for the creation of photo shoots, interpreting the new trends in fashion products. 
 
At the end of the course, with the experience and skills acquired in graphic design and visual communication, as well as in research methods, the 

participant will be able to develop real projects, with the aim of constructing a portfolio of work that will become their calling card to enter the world 
of fashion image and styling.

the style 
and image 
of fashion 

speak 
the same 
language

programme
•  analysis and research 
•  brand personal identity 
•  styling development 
•  research methods and portfolio 

fashion image
& styling
intensive

opportunities 
The Fashion Stylist, the expert par excellence in style and image, must be able to emphasise the style of a fashion product, always offering a contemporary 
cultural-aesthetic language. To present an image of success, their work must be both strategic and creative: on the one hand attentive to the historical 
context and culture of fashion and on the other to current trends.

learning outcomes
•  develop the creative, intellectual and technical ability necessary to work in the world of fashion;
•  demonstrate skills and abilities in graphic production;
•  apply cutting-edge technology while demonstrating the ability to use it;
•  research and analyse the style of the 21st century and interpret it in contemporary fashion;
•  demonstrate professional preparation in the organization and management of a fashion photo 

shoot. 

Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes  |  One Year Course



This course offers an intensive understanding of the organization and structure of digital media, with specific focus on contemporary 
fashion and non-fashion luxury communication. The aim is to create professional knowledge to inform the production of digital 
images, used as forms of communication for key actors in fashion and non-fashion luxury products.

This intensive course approaches the subject of the development of online visual communication in fashion and non-fashion luxury 
from a number of perspectives, from its relation with print media to current developments in technology and social media. Online 

visual communication is used by luxury brands in various ways depending on purpose, intent and target audience. Participants will 
learn through case study analysis supervised by industry professionals. 

The organization of visual communication in fashion and non-fashion brands has radically changed over the past ten years, not only 
due to the growing digitalization of luxury brand communication and fashion journalism, but through the expansion of different forms 
of social media and online fashion and non-fashion platforms. 

Online luxury does not only exist in relation to print media but increasingly as a platform in its own right. This requires specific knowledge 
of how online communities operate and how fashion and non-fashion images can be used within this digital context. 
Social media encompasses a variety of ever-changing online formats. Digital communities are fast-paced, often short-lived, and intimately 
dependent on the people who are their active members.

the new digital
challenge
in fashion and luxury

digital image
creation for
luxury brands
intensive

Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

learning outcomes
•  evaluate communication and marketing 

strategies of luxury brands and their de-
velopment in the world of online commu-
nication;

•  select and develop synergies between 
print and online media in fashion and luxu-
ry in general to produce mixed-media com-
munication;

•  critically analyse the online communication 
of a visual fashion  and non-fashion luxury 
project; 

•  evaluate the specificities of luxury in social 
media and be able to translate this knowl-
edge into viable communication strategies;

•  plan, develop and organize a project on 
visual communication in luxury using dig-
ital media.

programme
•  digital vs. print
•  contemporary image creation
•  fashion and communication online
•  the possibilities and constraints of social 

media
•  contemporary issues in fashion 
•  research methods and portfolio 

 | 33

Milano   Paris   

opportunities 
After completing the course, participants are employable in the field of online fashion and non-fashion luxury 
communication. Digital Image Creation for luxury brands is a field that includes contemporary fashion and non-
fashion products, visual communication and new media. Digital image creators contribute to the making of web 
pages. Professionals are prepared to become long-life learners in a highly competitive market, always working hard to 

keep the technical skills current and the awareness of consumers and luxury trends up-to-date. These professionals 
can work independently as freelancers or as team coordinators, work in a traditional editorial or in the evolving domain 
of new digital media and marketing.

Undergraduate Programmes  |  One Year Course



Milano   Paris   
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The one-year intensive course in Fashion Business and Brand Management 
is aimed at those who want to enter the world of fashion through a full-
immersion course that will provide the tools, methods and knowledge 
necessary to work in a market sector, which operates according to precise 
rules of its own. 

In particular, the training will lead the participant to analyse the fashion 
system, starting with the study of its historical and socio-cultural aspects and 
its connection with the development of textiles and clothing, with the aim of 
understanding how marketing and communication have changed the industry 
in the last 60 years. The economic analysis of fashion allows the participant to 
understand and evaluate the indicators that measure the financial performance 
and control policies of running a fashion business. 

Through the study of fashion products, the rules for the development of a collection 
will be defined and the sales channels for brand positioning in the market will be 
analysed. The power of communication, the seduction of the brand and the creation 
of ‘aspirational desire’ in fashion products are additional aspects that will be looked at 
in the areas of fashion advertising, public relations and visual display and addressed in 
both the traditional mediums (or media) and online.

intensive course 
in fashion 
and luxury 
business strategy

programme
• the business of fashion
• fashion markets and fashion marketing
• retail management
• managing fashion business
• managing the fashion product
• fashion promotion

fashion business
& brand 
management 
intensive 

opportunities 
At the end of the course the participant will 
be able to apply the knowledge and skills 
acquired during their education in the fields 
of marketing, communications, brand man-
agement, visual merchandising, e-commerce 
and the search for new trends in the fashion 
industry.

learning outcomes
•  learn the various marketing strategies in 

international markets;
•  evaluate the processes related to fashion 

and luxury goods and their value in the pro-
duction system;

•  understand corporate legal aspects;
•  evaluate, through the analysis of the 

budget, the economic performance of 
companies in fashion and luxury goods;

•  assess the development of a fashion prod-
uct, from design to planning a collection;

•  develop communication campaigns and 
visual merchandising strategies that will 
enhance the product and the brand;

•  organise, manage and develop a retail net-
work through knowledge of the relevant 
markets.

Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

Undergraduate Programmes  |  One Year Course



Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

fashion
promotion &
communication 
intensive

The course aims at providing all adequate tools needed to communicate 
and promote the values of a collection, the design and brand with a unique 
and distinguishing style. They are trained for the workplace enthusiastic 
professionals able to tell the story and promote fashion and luxury both 
through traditional and new media, meeting in this way the renewed needs 
of the global industry. 

The course helps participants to analyse and experience all aspects of 
communication and promotion, able to formulate a captivating description of 
the magic of fashion and luxury. Starting from the study of semiotics, participants 
will deal with the analysis of the signs and the meanings of various messages, 
throughout different periods and cultures. 

The learning of image, trend and market research techniques is at the heart of the 
programme, as well as the acquisition of those competences needed to communicate 
with all the supporting roles at the professional’s disposal. Moreover, the course will 
teach students how to manage, on one hand, the budget of an advertising campaign 
and, on the other hand, the dynamics of the support team, i.e. the working team in 
charge of the devising, design and successful delivery and follow up of a promotional 
strategy. The management of the events undergoes a deep analysis and the research, 
both personal and professional, represents the cornerstone of the course. 

learning outcomes
•  to analyse and assess the strategies and 

tactics implemented by different fashion 
organizations to promote products and 
services at different levels of market po-
sitioning; 

•  to fully manage the organization of an event; 
•  to analyse the principles of integrated 

communication and be able to assess how 
these principles are applied to the develop-
ment of communication campaigns;

•  to design and develop communication 
and promotion strategies able to take into 
consideration the different targets and 
their overall competitive positioning;

•  to assess how current issues actually in-
clude the use of new technologies, the 
consumer’s change of role and the onset 
of unconventional communication ap-
proaches, foreseeing their impact on pro-
motional strategies; 

•  to critically assess the works published in 
the areas of public relations, advertising, 
creativity and marketing communication 
and be able to autonomously develop a 
project of individual research. 

programme
• fashion marketing management
• fashion campaigns and advertising
• new narrative and trend forecasting
• events organisation
• fashion public relations
• contemporary issues in fashionopportunities 

The fashion promoter organizes the advertising plan and 
the promotional campaigns availing him/herself of the most 
appropriate tools. He/she knows the structure of advertising 

agencies, public relations and press offices, and he/she studies 
and adjusts the events according to the market needs and the 
target reference. Besides the events, which make up the heart 
of his/her profession, the fashion promoter deeply knows the 
dynamics concerning the promotion of fashion products, and 
the most appropriate and effective communication channels. The 
fashion promoter is a key figure for the future. He/she tells the story 
of fashion and, at the same time, takes part in the rise of new trends. 
The fashion promoter can autonomously work freelance, or integrate 
within the management team of a fashion agency.

the course
dedicated to those
eager in promoting
and fulfilling the
dreams and the
beauty of fashion

Paris
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Cosmetic and Fragrance Marketing and Management Intensive is a one-year course that engages participants in the 
processes of product development, marketing, promotion and sales. The course is designed to cover three disciplines 
that are fundamental to understanding and managing the cosmetics and fragrance industries: core business skills such 
as management and international business and management communication; marketing skills such as marketing theory, 
marketing communications and market research and strategy; and technical and creative skills such as cosmetics and 
fragrance product knowledge, retail and creative management. The approach of this course is interdisciplinary and includes 
beauty and fashion culture, history and sociology in Europe and in the world. Furthermore, the close ties of the programme 
to industry ensure that participants are immersed in the standards and practices of the beauty business, and help make 
connections that pave the way to a successful career in this challenging and rewarding field.

the tools
to understand
the global
cosmetics
and fragrance
business

programme
•  the business of cosmetics and fragrance
•  cosmetics and fragrance markets and mar-

keting
•  retail management for cosmetics
•  managing cosmetics and fragrance business
•  managing the cosmetic and fragrance 

product
•  product promotion

cosmetic
and fragrance
marketing & 
management
intensive

opportunities 
The cosmetics and fragrance manager is a strategic professional who covers the business, production and retail aspects of the brand. The tasks of 
the manager are to study the international panorama, to define competitors, to control product development and plan the promotion and the sales 
channels in collaboration with the other sectors within the industry. By studying the market and its segmentation, the cosmetics and fragrance manager 
understands selling techniques and how to control costs and defines communication and promotional approaches.

learning outcomes
•  identify the main trends, cultural move-

ments and innovations in cosmetics and 
fragrances from a historical and sociologi-
cal perspective;

•  evaluate how the cosmetics and fragrance 
industries use different elements of the 
marketing mix to reach target consumers;

•  acquire knowledge about how cosmetics 
and fragrance companies apply different 
marketing strategies in the international 
domain;

•  analyse and manage the critical factors in 
designing, planning, developing and pro-
ducing collections of cosmetics and fra-
grances;

•  develop communication and visual mer-
chandising campaigns to increase sales of 
specific products;

•  organise, manage and develop a retail net-
work through targeted market knowledge.

Paris
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Undergraduate Programmes | BA (Hons) Degree1 • Three Year Course

The aim of the three-year course in Fashion Design is to produce professionals 
with multiple skills and knowledge in the field of fashion, capable of using all 
the techniques of clothing manufacture and of responding to new demands 
in fashion and luxury.

Participants start with the study of drawing and design techniques, fabric analysis 
and the manufacture of clothing though deconstruction, as well as aspects of 
industry production methods are also covered. The study of trends allows one to 
create a contemporary collection that can meet the demands of the target audience 
while respecting brand equity. The training requires participants to try their hand at 
everything from the basics of drawing in black and white to fashion illustration, with 
the goal of developing a totally personal style. Frequently student will be taught by 
both design and pattern cutting tutors simultaneously supporting the three-dimensional 
design process and enhancing the learning experience. The learning of research 
techniques, trends or markets are just as important to the achievement of learning 
objectives: individual research is in fact the foundation of the educational programme and 
evolves over the three years with the aim of providing students with all the necessary tools 
to create their own clearly defined, unique and differentiated collection. The training also 
leads prospective professionals to use all the languages of visual communication in fashion, 
including new media and an understanding of marketing and production management. In 
the final year of the course, the best collections are presented during a fashion show.

The fashion designer is the source of creative ideas and new trends, not only in clothing 
but also in textiles and in the world of accessories and luxury. Designers create collections, 
starting with an accurate analysis of materials and fabrics and use communication codes 
that come from art, cinema and design. They are experts in marketing and fashion and know 
how to calculate timing and production costs to meet the needs of the target consumer and 
anticipate trends, while respecting the brand’s image. They are able to design womenswear, 
menswear and accessories, with an eye constantly attuned to new style codes.

‘The Fashion Show’ at Istituto Marangoni is an event that is carefully prepared, in which the 
selected students showcase their abilities to an audience of specialists (fashion houses, bloggers 
and fashion journalists). ‘The Fashion Show’ is a unique experience that is also the first step into a 
world in which they will be the protagonists. The most deserving graduates of the three-year course 
in Fashion Design have the opportunity to live in person the experience of creating a real collection.

This course is available also as BA (Hons) Fashion Design (sandwich)1

programme
I year
• architecture of design
• fabric exploration and design
• portfolio and collection creation
• history of art and dress

II year
• brand revival
• art and fashion interface
• personal style
•  fashion and culture contemporary per-

spectives

III year
• pre collection
• collection design
•  collection development or industry portfo-

lio preparation
• researching theory and practice

fashion design

learning outcomes
•  understand the different development 

phases of a fashion collection;
•  develop the ability to dialogue with the dif-

ferent professionals in the fashion system;
•  develop the creative, intellectual and tech-

nical skills and abilities necessary to oper-
ate successfully in the fashion industry;

•  apply current technologies and cut-
ting-edge fashion techniques, demonstrat-
ing a thorough understanding of them;

•  acquire a professional and entrepreneurial 
approach to the design profession, demon-
strating problemsolving skills;

•  sustain appropriate arguments while pre-
senting their work.

the fashion designer is the one who
anticipates trends and determines
the success of a brand

opportunities 
The fashion designer is the most important figure in fashion. The 
designer inspires the creative ideas of the fashion world, managing 
creativity, technology, information and the understanding of fashion 
trends. The professional may work for their own company and additionally 
co-operate with several fashion firms and fashion studios both nationally 
and internationally. In order to be a fashion designer participants need 
to know about more than just designing or planning a collection. Today 
the designer also needs to be a good researcher, to know the context of 
fashion and its history thoroughly, and must succeed in identifying style. 
Fashion designers must know the market and, at the same time, be able 
to predict the development of taste. Moreover, they have to know the 
fashion business system extremely well.

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will 
be awarded with a BA (Hons) Degree by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); BA (Hons) 
Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course which includes 36-week placement. 120 credits points are 
available each year of study in order to gain an honours degree, so students will obtain 360 credits 
upon successful completion of the three-year course. Students on the four-year sandwich course will 
receive 120 placement credits for this year. All candidates should meet specific requirements (please 
check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); for fur-
ther details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

Undergraduate Programmes  |  BA (Hons) Degree • Three Year Course
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The aim of the course in Fashion Styling is to prepare professionals and creative people to work within the fashion system in areas 
of visual communication ranging from the fields of publishing, advertising, visual merchandising and trend or style forecasting to 
blogging. Presenting contemporary and future trends, enhancing the collections of designers, informing and inspiring their readers: 
this is the exciting mission of a fashion stylist. By the end of the programme participants will gain the ability to recognise different 
styles and trends, clearly define their personal vision of a product and propose innovative and professional ideas successfully. 

The course makes it possible to investigate the various aspects of the profession of a stylist, starting with the study of the interactions 
between clothes and accessories and going on to building ‘stories’ out of fashion and contemporary trends for photo shoots and video 
footage, working in symbiosis with photographers or film makers and finding the correct balance between individual style vision and the 

needs of clients, while managing the visual identity of subjects to be photographed.

Finally, thanks to the study of specific subjects related to fashion styling and editorial writing, participants will be able to comment on 
fashion and prepare advertorials to captivate various target audiences. The ultimate goal will be the independent creation of a portfolio 
that fully expresses the personality of the participant. The stylist is an expert in fashion communication and must be able to produce and 
define the winning combination of component parts for an image that is needed to emphasise the style of a brand, a magazine or a person. 
This can be achieved through the careful use of clothes, accessories, hair and make-up, through atmosphere and location and through the 
knowledge and analysis of contemporary and future trends. The skills lie in interpreting the soul of an article of clothing and communicating 
it through a unique style.

This course is available also as BA (Hons) Fashion Styling (sandwich)1

the specialist in visual
languages related
to the style
and image of fashion  

programme
I year
• semiotics of clothing 
• objects and environment 
• identity 
• history of art and dress 

II year
• fashion writing and criticism 
• fashion editorial
• magazine design 
•  fashion and culture, contemporary per-

spectives 

III year
• career exploration 
• final major project 
• researching theory and practice 

fashion styling 

opportunities 
The task of the fashion stylists is to communicate fashion through images. They have great sensibility towards fashion and can create a style which is 
immediately identifiable and recognizable by means of advertising campaigns, magazine photo shoots and fashion shows or by creating the visual displays 
for retail. This creative job requires a thorough knowledge of fashion and its history as well as of trends, style and taste. This must be complemented by a 
knowledge of photographic techniques, computer based image editing, setting, lights, choreography, make-up, hairstyle and accessories. Fashion stylists 
fill roles that are pivotal to obtaining the success of a collection. 

learning outcomes
•  develop the creative, intellectual and tech-

nical abilities necessary to work in the 
fashion industry;

•  apply and demonstrate the creative use of 
cutting-edge communication technologies;

•  demonstrate the ability to transfer ideas 
and information to the different constitu-
ents of the fashion system;

•  interact effectively with others through col-
laboration and negotiation.

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a BA (Hons) Degree by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-
UK); BA (Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course which includes 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an honours degree, 
so students will obtain 360 credits upon successful completion of the three-year course. Students on the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 placement credits for this year. 
All candidates should meet specific requirements (please check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); for further details please do not 
hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

Milano   Paris   London   
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The purpose of the three-year course in Fashion Business is to train 
professionals to use the language of marketing, management and finance 
in the field of fashion and luxury.

The three-year training course addresses all issues related to the marketing 
and development strategies of a brand, identifying the values that characterise 
the fashion identity of a company (equity). An understanding of the principles 
of economics and finance enables the participant to measure profitability and 
ensure compliance with budgets, while also implementing a specific control 
system for fashion companies.
The study of the cultural, sociological and historical dynamics of the development 
of fashion design enables participants to understand the influences held by trends 
in different countries and systems. The participant will be able to define strategies 
for coordinating a commercial proposal and developing a collection that expresses 
fashion trends and meets specific production-related lead times and costs.

The analysis of a retail network and the development of digital marketing will allow 
participants to understand the distribution channels and policies for buying and for visual 
merchandising that characterise in an absolutely unique way the field of fashion and luxury. 
At the end of the study cycle, participants will undertake a research project that will 
result in a business plan for a start-up or the brand extension of a fashion business.
The fashion manager is one who studies the fashion scene, analyses the competition 
and checks out product development, planning, promotion and sales channels, 
collaborating with the design department and with all the production departments. 
Fashion managers can evaluate the intrinsic characteristics of the fabrics, the evolution 
of counsumer habits, lifestyles and the needs of the market. They know the techniques of 
sales and marketing. They define the price range and the target audience, and are skilled 
in coordinating business partners and employees.

This course is available also as BA (Hons) Fashion Business (sandwich)1

management in support
of creativity

programme
I year
• fashion marketing 1
• fashion marketing 2
• fashion industry and cultural context
• principles of business

II year
• brand identity
• coordination strategies
• fashion marketing strategies
• finance and management control

III year
• fashion retailing
• advanced fashion retailing
• digital marketing
• honours project

fashion business

opportunities 
Fashion business professionals consider a 
brand’s product communication, management 
control and retail business of a brand. They 
must know the fashion panorama thoroughly, 
including their own competitors, and spot with 
great precision which tools they need to carve 
out a position in the market place. They drive 
the entrepreneurial spirit of a fashion company.

learning outcomes
•  understand the process of planning, im-

plementation and control of a marketing 
strategy;

•  develop a strategic approach to the as-
sessment of markets in order to decide on 
the distribution policy aims of the interna-
tionalising the fashion brand;

•  analyse and manage aspects related to the 
planning, development and production of a 
fashion collection;

•  learn the methods that affect online and 
offline perception of a brand and its noto-
riety;

•  plan business objectives and detect, through 
appropriate indicators, the difference be-
tween what was planned and the actual re-
sults in order to take appropriate corrective 
action;

•  understand the strategic management 
processes from industrial production to 
logistics.

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a BA (Hons) Degree by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); BA 
(Hons) Degree (sandwich) is a four-year course which includes 36-week placement. 120 credits points are available each year of study in order to gain an honours degree, so students will obtain 
360 credits upon successful completion of the three-year course. Students on the four-year sandwich course will receive 120 placement credits for this year. All candidates should meet specific 
requirements (please check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); for further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the 
chosen school.

Undergraduate Programmes  |  BA (Hons) Degree • Three Year Course
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programme
I year
• fashion writing 
• editorial environmental
• image construction 
• history of art and dress

II year
• fashion communication 1
• the art of reportage 
• video editing  
• design and cultural perspective 

III year
• fashion communication 2  
• digital pr management 
• new app 
• researching theory & practice

fashion
communication
& new media

learning outcomes
•  analyse and evaluate the strategies and 

tactics implemented through  traditional 
and new fashion media by different or-
ganizations to promote products, services 
and experiences at different levels of the 
market;

•  analyse the principles of communication 
theory and evaluate how these principles 
apply to the development of communica-
tion campaigns for fashion and luxury;

•  design and develop communication and 
promotion strategies, with an emphasis on 
new media, which take into account the 
target organizations and their overall com-
petitive positioning;

•  analyse the emergence of new commu-
nication systems and their impact on the 
promotional strategies of organizations in 
the fashion industry;

•  analyse the semantics used by the 
press, advertising and public rela-
tions offices of fashion and luxury  
goods, in order to develop critical content 
to be used in the development of an indi-
vidual research project;

•  research and elaborate the quality of writ-
ing for new fashion media.

Undergraduate Programmes | Three Year Course

The purpose of the three-year course in Fashion Communication and New Media is to 
train professionals to ‘communicate’ fashion and luxury through existing media and new 
media, responding to the new demands of global fashion. The three-year course explores 
the basics of fashion communication by looking at historical and traditional examples be-
fore moving onto more recent expressions of the captivating magic of fashion and luxury in 
videos, websites and through social networks.  

The ability to convey emotions through the use of images is the foundation of the skills of fashion 
communicators. Participants will be trained in order to prepare them for an industry where the visual 
language of appearance has always been key in the narrative. Great attention will be paid to  devel-
oping the ability to filter ideas using tools from social observation and semiotics. Several research 
initiatives, both personal and professional, will help the participant deepen their understanding of 
the topics covered in the three-year course, with the goal of providing them with all the tools nec-

essary to communicate 
the values of a brand, a 
fashion designer, a collec-
tion, a world of ‘values’ with 
a unique and differentiating 
style. The course will also 
enable future professionals 
to use all the newest forms of 
visual communication, includ-
ing video and new media, with-
out losing the essential focus 
that comes from the necessary 
rigor of conventional editorial.

The fashion communication pro-
fessional is the one who narrates 
this universe and at the same time 
participates in the definition and 
dissemination of fashion ‘trends’ as 
inspiring ideas not only in the field of 
clothing but also in the world of tex-
tiles and accessories. Their narrative is 
part of the extensive analysis of style 
and puts fashion in connection with 
art, cinema, music, design, marketing 
and society. They know how to find the 
time, ways and forms to create the buzz 
necessary to increase brand awareness, 
to intercept needs and aesthetic redun-
dancies, while always respecting the brand 
image and the constraints of the budget 
assigned. In short, the fashion communica-
tion professional is someone who combines 
managerial rigor with creativity and poetry. 
In the contemporary world, where fashion is 
omnipresent and information overwhelms us, 
the success of a brand and a collection can-
not come about without the effective man-
agement of communication. The new media & 
communications professional is the key figure 
of the future. Through their insights and ability to 
present and communicate to an audience eager 
for novelty and demanding at the same time, this 
professional can determine the success of a com-
pany, a newspaper or a media outlet by amplifying 
brand equity.

communicating
fashion 
and luxury 
as a specific 
subject
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opportunities 
Fashion communicators use the tools of brand advertising and promotion to reflect and represent the image of the brand. They are great communicators 
and use their public relations expertise to best place a fashion company in the market. These professionals can work independently as freelancers or 
coordinate a team in a fashion company, work in a traditional editorial or in the evolving domain of new media.

Undergraduate Programmes  |  Three Year Course
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programmes
Preparatory Courses / The Portfolio Surgery and the Management Surgery courses 
are one-month programmes. They have been devised to support those students who have 
been accepted onto the master’s courses in fashion and business with the qualification 

requirements, but have the opportunity to improve the quality of work in preparation for 
the beginning of the chosen course. The Fashion Pre-Master’s is specifically tailor-made 

to prepare students who may not have the subject specific knowledge or technical tools 
in research to do a master’s. The curriculum is well structured to support the development 

of the necessary skills, building the appropriate confidence of participants to do well in the 
master’s courses in the subsequent year.

MA Master’s Degrees1 • Master’s Courses • Cycles de Spécialisation1 /  These programmes 
are designed for those who have already acquired specific skills in the appropriate area at 

undergraduate level. The master’s courses are also open to industry professionals who wish to 
deepen their knowledge of a specific subject area. They are highly specialised programmes that 

open the doors to a successful career in one of the world’s capitals of fashion and luxury.

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be awarded with a Master’s Degree by MMU 
(Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); Master’s Degrees include a 12/14-week work placement. 180 credits points are available in order to gain a 
Master’s Degree upon successful completion of the course. All candidates should meet specific requirements (please check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/
international indicating your nationality and study level); for further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.

postgraduate
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Postgraduate Programmes | Preparatory Courses

The aim of the short intensive course is to 
raise the standard of the creative portfolios 
presented by candidates for admission to Is-
tituto Marangoni Master’s Courses who have 
already the appropriate qualifications and 
who have been accepted onto the course.  
The improvement comes about through 
reaching the required standards of profi-
ciency in research, illustration techniques, 
study of 3D volumes, or in the technical rep-
resentation of garments.

Tutorials will help students to perfect their 
analysis of the world of fashion through sourc-
ing of images and cultural influences, both 
when considering a design and ultimately 
when planning the development of a career in 
fashion. The study of trends in the language of 
contemporary fashion communication will give 
students greater knowledge broad enough for 
them to make a smooth transition to the mas-
ter’s course.  

The approach to design and the technical 
study of illustration allows for the analysis 
of the human body and helps participants to 
understand its essential proportions so that 
they can represent garments effectively.  
The ability to understand volume and the 
technical design of clothing will be the goal of 
the course, one that allows the participant to 
have a holistic vision of the creative process. 
Individual meetings with the tutors is an op-
portunity to improve portfolios.

learning outcomes
•  develop primary and secondary research 

using different sources;
•  contextualise current trends through illus-

trating contemporary fashion;
•  demonstrate the understanding of con-

struction through the representation of 
technical drawing;

•  present a collection to a professional 
standard.

programme
• research 
• trend
• illustration / drawing
• pattern cutting / modeling

The objective of the course is to allow par-
ticipants with appropriate qualifications, who 
have been accepted onto a master’s pro-
gramme to improve their knowledge in the 
areas of economics and business. During 
the course, participants will explore princi-
ples of economics for the understanding of 
company organization, analysis of costs and 
the main principles of finance.

In addition to the micro and macro environ-
ments in which the company works, students 
will analyse the main macroeconomic indica-
tors and their influence on the growth and 
development of the global market. Another 
aspect of the course will be the study of 
fashion systems, where participants will look 
at the supply chain and the product.

The development of the course in marketing, 
communication, luxury and fashion brands is 
an important introduction to the themes and 
topics that will be covered in the master’s 
course. The master’s course, consists of lec-
tures, tutorials and the reading of specialist 
articles to better contextualise the subjects 
in contemporary fashion business.

learning outcomes
•  understand the concept of a company and 

the activities and resources necessary for 
the functioning of the same;

•  evaluate macro and micro factors in the 
economy and their influence on a company 
and its business;

•  define the principle players in the supply 
chain of fashion and analyse their interac-
tion in the design and production;

•  understand the basic elements of market-
ing and the communication of a fashion 
luxury brand.

programme
• principles of economics
• micro and macro environment
• introduction to the fashion system
• marketing

portfolio surgery management
surgery

portfolio surgery
management
surgery
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This Pre-Master’s course offers a specifically tailored study preparation for the entire suite of Master’s programmes at Istituto Marangoni. 
This preparatory course is meant for candidates with either design, business or management backgrounds who want to progress with 
their studies to a master’s level. Participants will have the unique chance to develop their talent through the enhancement of their creative, 
conceptual, practical and business skills and will be ready to progress to Istituto Marangoni postgraduate courses. During this preparatory 
year, participants will be working on exciting creative projects based on a through and comprehensive approach to the fashion industry 
and they will be constantly encouraged to develop their creative concept ideas and business acumen.

Therefore, participants will learn how to conduct independent research and how to present it effectively; practical workshops will help 
understand the fashion business, develop project management, promotion skills and garment construction knowledge. 

Talent development and preparation of participants will be helped by an integrated support for written and verbal skills in their studies and for 
Istituto Marangoni master’s courses, in the use of English language for fashion. This will ensure that the participant will be fully prepared to 
meet the challenges of postgraduate learning.

fashion
pre-master’s

programme
•  international marketing in fashion 
•  contemporary issues in marketing in fash-

ion 
•  integrated marketing communications in 

fashion 
•  strategic marketing management 
•  project management subject specialist 

technical workshops: 
•  principles of fashion design (for partici-

pants considering progression to fashion 
design womenswear master’s courses).

•  principles of brand management (for 
participants considering progression to 
fashion and luxury brand management, 
fashion promotion, communication and 
media, contemporary fashion buying mas-
ter’s courses).

take your next step
to postgraduate study

in fashion
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learning outcomes 
•  carry out systematic and in-depth independent research using academic conventions 

and evaluate findings at an advanced level;
•  identify and integrate data /information/literature relevant and appropriate to the 

subject specialist area; 
•  analyse research and the application of knowledge to form and structure 

collaborative projects; 
•  have critical awareness and practical understanding of a comprehensive range 

of concepts, tools, methods and production processes relevant to the subject 
specialist area; 

•  evaluate existing research and conventions, and apply personal creative 
and research abilities in the context of a self- managed piece of work using 
professional and academic standards.

1) The Pre-Master’s (Fashion) programme in London is validated 
by ABE (Association of Business Executives)

Postgraduate Programmes  |  Preparatory Courses
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in 
fashion design or similar, or an adequate knowledge and proven 
professional experience in the fashion industry. The curriculum is 
designed to train fashion designers who know how to express their 
creativity and innovative vision of the surrounding world and respond 

to the new challenges and changes that the fashion system imposes 
globally.

The candidate must possess an innate ability to combine technical expertise 
with knowledge of the contemporary, and to deepen this understanding 
through research and experimentation with the goal of producing innovative 
ideas. Using a variety of techniques in visual research and market trends, 
participants must demonstrate the ability to work on several projects and in 
a multidisciplinary manner.

During the course participants will acquire the theoretical and technical 
knowledge necessary to develop self-reliance and confidence in their creative 
and professional abilities. The knowledge of analysis, semantics and sociology 
will enable them to understand, interpret and implement proposals for current 
clothing in the womenswear market. This activity will become the launch-pad 
for the development of projects for industry, which is central to the master’s 
programme. During the course, participants will evaluate the market, specifically 
the relationship between the concept, the product and the sales methodology.

In the final phase of the course participants will have experienced the fashion 
business through seminars with key figures in fashion and through the skills they 

have acquired in research methods. They will be able to express their own identity, 
vision and entrepreneurial skills. If participants decide to undertake the making of a 
collection, they may have the opportunity to showcase their work through a fashion 
show or exhibition. In London and Paris schools participants may undertake a work 
placement and have the opportunity to create a fashion artefact /collection as part of 
the Dissertation submission.

the programme that
boosts the talent
of those who desire
to change
the world of fashion

programme
•  concepts of contemporary femininities
•  design and culture interface
•  visual communication and brand identity
•  research methods
•  dissertation2

fashion design
womenswear

opportunities 
A specialist in the language of fashion, the participant is able to develop a unique 
collection in response to the needs of the target market. The fashion designer has skills 
in everything from concept to production, semiotics to marketing, new trends, social and 
visual communication.

learning outcomes
•  acquire innovative working methods in the 

womenswear design and brand develop-
ment as well as in brand extension;

•  independently manage the creative pro-
cess, channelling it into project develop-
ment, in line with trends in the global fash-
ion industry;

•  understand the use of existing and emerg-
ing software in order to work in a global 
context;

•  evaluate and manage niche brands and 
global companies;

•  independently develop research methodol-
ogy to achieve success in fashion.

Postgraduate Programmes | MA Master’s Degree1 • Master’s Course • Cycles de Spécialisation1

1) Partecipants who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be 
awarded with a Master’s Degree by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); Master’s Degrees 
include a 12/14-week work placement. 180 credits points are available in order to gain a Master’s Degree 
upon successful completion of the course. All candidates should meet specific requirements (please 
check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); for further 
details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Only in Paris and in London
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Candidates who join this postgraduate course must have previous under-
graduate study in fashion design or similar, or proven professional expe-
rience in the fashion industry. The fashion master’s course is designed to 

prepare participants for menswear fashion design and explores the discipline 
related to the history of men’s clothing, its subsequent evolution, and the de-
sign of collections in line with the development of a particular brand.

Course participants will learn to relate to existing and emerging technologies within 
the contemporary fashion industry while engaging their creativity and independent 
design practice in order to meet the needs of the fashion and luxury industry. 

Participants must develop projects with different styles, starting with the creation 
of a mood board and using different techniques in visual, trend and market re-
search. During the course, they will acquire the theoretical and technical knowledge 
necessary to develop self-reliance and confidence in their creative and professional 
abilities. Through the subsequent in-depth semantic and sociological analysis, they 
will be capable of targeting to interpret, understand, and implement proposals for 
clothing today. These proposals will be useful for the development of projects aimed 
at companies in the fashion industry and will constitute the hub of the activities de-

veloped in the master’s course. If participants decide to undertake the making of a 
collection, they may have the opportunity to showcase their work through a fashion 
show or exhibition. During the course, the participants will also meet the challenges of 
the market and especially the concept of product and sales methodologies, addressing 
and investigating the influences of art and culture, music and design on fashion.

master’s course
specific to the designer
of fashion and luxury
menswear lines

fashion design
menswear

learning outcomes
•  critically evaluate the needs of consumers 

of contemporary menswear;
•  identify and interpret trends for a specific 

menswear line;
•  carry out extensive research in the broad-

er context of art and design in relation to 
men’s fashion;

•  demonstrate the advanced technical and 
creative processes used to communicate 
clear and effective ideas and design con-
cepts, while reinforcing the identity of a 
brand of men’s fashion;

•  critically evaluate and apply the theories 
and techniques used in developing new 
designs for the men’s fashion industry, 
demonstrating originality and self-man-
agement skills;

•  apply the knowledge gained from design to 
manufacture and from the language of the 
image to the global perception of the style 
of Italian menswear;

•  successfully carry out independent re-
search.

programme
•  the masculine product
•  design and culture interface
•  visual communication and brand identity
•  research methods

Postgraduate Programmes | Master’s Course

opportunities 
The role of the menswear designer is a much sought-after profession in the fashion industry. The scope of job opportunities for 
such designers is very broad: they can work for their own company or collaborate with established brands and design studios, 
doing consulting and research. They will be able to design comprehensive collections of clothing for men, from knitwear to swim-
wear, from outerwear to new developments of larger trends. In addition, based on their experience, they may also become product 
managers and manage the production chain, an area of vital importance for the development of the designs. The collaboration with 
Ermenegildo Zegna, started in 2010, is evidence of the close relationship that Istituto Marangoni is able to create with the most 
prestigious luxury brands, providing participants with the best educational preparation and practice to respond to the constant 
evolution of contemporary menswear. The participants of the Master in Fashion Design Menswear have the opportunity to meet 
people who work on real projects launched by the heads of design of Ermenegildo Zegna brands: from Pure Luxury collections 
of   Ermenegildo Zegna brand to Accessible Luxury of the new Z Zegna. The project is planned so that participants are given the 
opportunity to offer up ideas and proposals to contribute to the men’s collections: the best participant of the master’s will be pre-
sented with the Menswear Award and will have the opportunity to do an internship on the creative team of one of the two brands, 
as well as participating in the  preparation of the Ermenegildo Zegna fashion show during the menswear Milano fashion week.

in partnership with                                                              www.zegna.com 
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in fashion design, 
or undergraduate studies in the field of textiles or proven work experience. The 
programme of study is designed to establish the role of specialists in knitwear for 
fashion, giving students in-depth knowledge of the raw materials, yarn weights and 
construction techniques, so that they can propose innovative solutions to trends in 
the specific sector. The presentation of a portfolio demonstrating competence in 
design and fashion communication or knowledge of the textile world and development 
of designs, is an important requirement for access to the master’s course. 

Starting with the study of fibers and moving on to the construction of yarns, participants 
will learn about the characteristics and ‘behaviour’ of yarns and fabrics, studying the 
current trends in the fashion industry and the use and historical development of knitting.  

Through real-world understanding of the industry, the participant will acquire the technical 
knowledge aimed at creating a collection of knitwear, including knowledge of knitwear, 
jacquard, pattern stitches, weights and their composition. 

The subsequent in-depth technical and analytical training students will acquire facilitates 
the development of contemporary proposals of knitwear and becomes a useful starting-
point for the development of a design project for a company in the industry. Towards the 
end of the course participants will design, with the choice of appropriate yarns, a complete 
knitwear collection for menswear or womenswear. In the final stage of the course, the 
experience gained with the companies involved and the research methodologies acquired 
at the school will allow the candidate to develop a complete portfolio, giving them an opening 
to apply for professional work as a knitwear designer. If participants decide to undertake the 
making of a collection, they may have the opportunity to showcase their work through a fashion 
show or exhibition.

programme
•  properties of knitwear
•  knit for fashion
•  collection building
•  research methods

knitwear design

opportunities 
The fashion knitwear designer can work as a 
freelancer or in one of the many companies 
that specialise in the production of knitwear, 
multi-brands or other high-end luxury goods, 
brands within the ‘Made in Italy’ system. The 
profession of fashion knitwear designer is 
highly specialised for the fashion industry 
and such a professional can easily be placed 
in fashion forecast studios that study textiles 
for fashion trends or new developments in 
yarns. The knowledge and ability to create 
contemporary and fashionable knitwear, 
along with the knowledge of the technical 
characteristics of the raw materials, give the 
participants an excellent preparation for en-
try into the world of fashion.

learning outcomes
•  acquire knowledge of innovative ways of 

working in the knitwear sector;
•  autonomously manage the creative im-

pulse, keeping its origins intact and chan-
neling it into the development of knitwear 
design, in line with global trends in the 
fashion industry;

•  understand the most innovative software 
to be able to work with ease in the inter-
national fashion system;

•  evaluate and manage a knitwear brand;
•  develop the ability to do specific research 

for the knitwear industry.
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in fashion, in fashion styling, in photography, in communication 
or simply at those who already have demonstrable experience in these areas. It is also suitable for those who have the need 
to update, expand and develop their professional skills and, above all, want to enhance their portfolio whilst attaining a specific 
qualification in contemporary styling. 

The curriculum is designed to train the expert in the image of fashion and luxury through the implementation of specific projects within 
the industry and with the support of technical assistance for professional styling, publishing and photography. The participant will acquire 
all of the technical and theoretical knowledge for a project to create a fashion shoot, from the initial idea to the final editing. Starting 
with research and the exploration of ideas, the participant will develop certain special projects with professional photographers during the 
programme. Parallel to this, participants will research, analyse, investigate and develop innovative solutions to topics in fashion and learn 
the steps necessary to finalise the implementation of innovative photographic projects. During the course, the candidates will learn the 
methodology to deal with each project in a creative way through a path that starts with the analysis of the evolution of current and future 
trends and deepens knowledge of the historical and contemporary context of fashion, with the aim of creating innovative content for the 
contruction of a professional portfolio. 

The course will also develop the innate leadership, managerial and organizational skills necessary for the profession, which depends on a 
multifaceted collaboration with various working groups, respecting deadlines and production costs, management and casting of models, 
collaboration with the chosen photographer and appropriate choice of location.

the concept of 
the communication 
of an image of fashion 
and luxury

programme
•  cultural identity of styling 
•  fashion brand
•  creative communication
   and experimentation
•  creative visualisation
•  theory and practice
•  research methods 

fashion styling
& portfolio 

opportunities 
The specialist in Fashion Styling often works as a freelancer and can find 
employment and stimulating career opportunities in publishing and fashion 
style and design in the offices of leading fashion houses. Additional career 
opportunities can also be found in public relations agencies and offices, 
research and design trends, or as a fashion blogger.

learning outcomes
•  develop skills to carry out a full photo shoot 

independently;
•  manage the creative process of an idea 

from its inception to its realization;
•  use knowlede in an appropriate manner 

to develop trends in fashion and style in a 
professional context;

•  develop the capacity to work and negotiate 
in a group;

•  develop leadership skill, recognizing and 
respecting different professional col-
leagues and their opinions;

•  demonstrate a high level of professional-
ism, characterised by creative intuition, mo-
tivation and self management.
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The role of the contemporary fashion photographer is shifting. The photographer must 
now understand the progression of the subject and the growing interdisciplinarity be-
tween the still and the moving image. The course is suited to those who come from all 
areas of communication studies, fine arts, advertising, styling and technical photography, 
who see the world of fashion as a career opening and opportunity. Critical awareness of 
these powerful platforms of communication will be looked at in photographic and film-mak-
ing theory as well as applying advanced technical skills in the formulation of a professional 
portfolio of projects. 

The course presents a multidisciplinary learning structure, which allows participants to de-
velop the various skills needed to carry out reliable projects with professional characteristics. 
Using technical experimentation, cultural content and research, the course will train the partic-
ipants to bring to their future profession of fashion photographer and film director an approach 
that represents the soul and identity of a fashion brand.

Participants will apply the technical and cultural content delivered during their training to the pro-
posed projects in the studio, learning to negotiate and plan in detail the implementation of a photo 
shoot and a fashion film. This job requires participants to search for a location or a photo studio 
to develop the use of light and colour and to have the sensibility to ‘capture’ the subject to be pho-
tographed and filmed, respecting the mood and theme of the creative proposal. For this purpose, 
istituto Marangoni signed a partnership with Superstudio 13, the world’s most famous photographic 
studios. This is the location where sartorial fashion shootings take place, the first and most popular 
fully equipped studio. Founded in 1983, it is a privileged iconic place and gathering centre of pho-
tographers, art directors, editors, stylists and creatives. It has contributed to the growth of the fashion 
world and it is the place where the most exciting campaigns and the best photographic services are 
born. At the close of the course, all the participants will present a portfolio book and the fashion films 
that express their individual approach and aspirations in a professional manner.

value the creativity
of photography
and film

programme
•  history of fashion photography and film
•  theory and technique of photography 

and moving image
•  sociology of the fashion image
•  photographic studio 
•  film studio

fashion 
photography
& film 

opportunities 
The fashion photographer and fashion film director defines the technical skills and cognitive 
needs that arise from the continuous development of the fashion industry. This professional 
figure works closely with a brand at each level in order to realise on the one hand fashion 
films and on the other advertising campaigns, lookbooks, catalogues and window displays, 
and coordinates the creation of photo editorials, both printed and online, with the chief editor 
of a fashion magazine. The contemporary fashion photographer and film director work with 
a team, discussing and integrating the work of other professionals such as fashion stylists, 
make-up artists and art directors for the creation of work charged with aesthetic content.

learning outcomes
•  carry out a coherent critical body 

of visual research to inform project 
proposals;

•  develop a range of critical and technical 
skills that lead to the professional 
presentation of fashion photography 
and film;

•  test and contextualise creative ideas 
in the field of contemporary fashion 
communication;

•  through the analysis if visual languages 
of communication develop and establish 
an individual creative aesthetic;

•  master photographic and film technique, 
and the processing associated with 
editing and presentation.

in partnership with                                           www.superstudiogroup.com
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learn all the
communication
strategies of fashion
and luxury brands
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in the fields of com-
munication, advertising, business and marketing or similar, or proven work expe-
rience. The course allows participants to acquire all the technical and theoretical 
concepts they will need to create a communication campaign through the study of 
subjects such as fashion & luxury marketing management, public relations & fashion 
and luxury fashion advertising campaigns.

During this course participants will be able to respond to emerging developments in 
media and communication and explore the major theories and debates that dominate the 
study and practice of fashion promotion, communication and media. It also evaluates the 
different techniques applicable in creating and understanding the role of fashion image, 
whilst analysing historical and contemporary references. Looking at fashion advertising, 
editorial and creative direction in media, communication and promotion, participants 
evaluate and analyse trends in fashion styling, photography and journalism. They also 
progress their advanced knowledge of the creative and written process to encourage their 
own original creativity and prepare themselves professionally for the roles of the fashion 
industry which foster innovation, entrepreneurial thinking and problem-solving.

Particular emphasis is placed on public relations within fashion houses, from customer management 
to the identification of celebrities, fashion show organization and to the management of press days.

fashion promotion,
communication
& media

opportunities 
Fashion promoters define the advertising campaigns and organise promotion 
through the most appropriate communication channels. They organise pres-
entations, events and fashion shows, which reflect and represent the image of a 
brand. They organise press offices and public relations and they have great ob-
servation and communication abilities. Fashion promoters know the requirements 
of fashion product consumers very well and the markets in which they operate. 
They can work either for a single brand or consult with various organizations. 
They may work in a budgetary capacity as writers in charge of public relations, or 
fashion show promoters within the fashion sector.

learning outcomes
•  demonstrate a systematic understanding of 

the key fashion communication channels 
and theories, across written and visual me-
dia, and apply this understanding to fashion 
industry contexts, generating creative and 
original management solutions to specialist 
and non-specialist audiences in a manner 
appropriate to the discipline area;

•  critically appreciate fashion branding theo-
ries and omni-channel business strategies 
and demonstrate comprehensive under-
standing of the current challenges faced by 
industry informed by current research; 

•  critically evaluate and analyse the current 
theories, concepts and management used in 
promoting fashion and the changing role of 
social media, PR in the digital age and con-
ceptualise creative digital campaigns for a 
fashion brand to a global community;

•  demonstrate leadership and problem solving 
skills relevant to creative direction for fashion 
media, and interpret knowledge and practice 
at the forefront of the discipline;

•  critically evaluate research and apply appro-
priate methodologies of research and en-
quiry to own independent research, produc-
ing a substantial piece of work to industry 
and academic standards.

programme
•   contemporary fashion communication and 

criticism
•   strategic branding and innovation manage-

ment
•   contemporary issues in fashion
•   social media and digital pr management
•   creative direction
•   research methods
•   dissertation 2

1) The programme delivered in London is subject to validation 
and is undergoing the validation process with Manchester 
Metropolitan University (MMU).
2) Only in London.
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This master’s is designed to train future professionals in the areas of brand management, merchandising and communication, 
specifically in the areas of fashion and luxury. Given the advanced nature of the course, candidates must have previous undergraduate 
study in marketing, economics or similar, or proven work experience in the field. 

The basic units of the curriculum are devoted to understanding the logic of the markets for fashion and luxury and consider how the 
structure of the main segments should be viewed in order to meet the needs and desires of consumers. The marketing mix and its 
construction through working with the client-target becomes the basis on which to plan the development strategy of the brand. The study 
of the styles of the past, the analysis of current trends and forecasts of the issues related to ‘future-fashion’ will enable participants to 
understand how aesthetic expressions and interpretations of social and cultural trends affect the process of collection development. The 
course will also detail the primary methods of social research, the market and their practical application in the field. 

As part of this specialist course, participants will address the interpretation of economic, commercial, marketing and communication 
logic specific to the luxury sector. They will also analyse how companies in the fashion-luxury market develop their own interpretation of 
brand positioning and devise special strategies in the management of the brand. The topic of the characteristics of the products and their 
distribution will be addressed with the aim of creating environmental innovation and competitive advantages for companies in the sector. The 
course is carried out through lectures, group work and individual project work.

study the logic
of business,
management,
marketing mix and
brand development
in the fields 
of fashion and luxury

programme
•  luxury management 
•  fashion marketing management
•  strategic brand management
•  contemporary issues in fashion
•  product creativity and innovation
•  research methods
•  dissertation2

fashion
& luxury brand
management

opportunities 
The brand manager of fashion and luxury is a figure who is increasingly in demand in 
the sector; such managers come up with creative solutions to improve the practical 
management of a brand. Their task is to define the style of collections, identify the 
price range and the target market. They also control the development of new busi-
ness, planning promotion and sales channels in collaboration with the design and 
various other departments in the production and marketing of fashion and luxury.
This course will present participants with a wide range of potential careers in fash-
ion-luxury, both in production and distribution and in agencies and consulting firms. 
The main areas of professional development are:
•  product marketing, merchandizing and category management;
•  retail management, sales management, trade marketing;
•  traditional and digital communication;
•  market research and cool hunting.

learning outcomes
•  analyse segments of supply and demand 

within the fashion and luxury market and 
evaluate their nature and main character-
istics;

•  apply interpretative models and manage-
ment methods to support key strategic and 
operational marketing activities;

•  locate competitive dynamics and devel-
op appropriate strategies to successfully 
compete for market share;

•  develop a rigorous but original approach 
in the management of brands in the fash-
ion-luxury sector;

•  acquire a critical and creative approach, 
combining them with an entrepreneurial 
vision both in business logic and in the de-
velopment of professional skills.

1) Students who successfully complete the programmes taught in English in Paris and London will be 
awarded with a Master’s Degree by MMU (Manchester Metropolitan University-UK); Master’s Degrees 
include a 12/14-week work placement. 180 credits points are available in order to gain a Master’s 
Degree upon successful completion of the course. All candidates should meet specific requirements 
(please check the website www.mmu.ac.uk/international indicating your nationality and study level); 
for further details please do not hesitate to contact the information office at the chosen school.
2) Only in Paris and in London
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from the showroom to
the shop: how to buy and
sell the dream of fashion

contemporary
fashion buying

opportunities 
Fashion buyers are pivotal to a successful organisation, interacting with many 
different departments within a company.  The course also offers opportunities 
for progression onto research degrees and will enable participants to pursue 
senior job opportunities in fashion buying merchandising, product development 
and visual merchandising, trend forecasting and retail, as well as in other areas 
of the creative industries.

learning outcomes
•  demonstrate a comprehensive understand-

ing of the practice, theories and manage-
ment relating to fashion buying   through 
the ability to use critical knowledge of key 
trends, market research and sales analysis 
to achieve business objectives for fashion 
brands and stakeholders;

•  critically evaluate the buying process and 
understand the impact of new innovation 
and technology using theoretical frame-
works and research, and propose strate-
gies to meet short- and long-term trading 
objectives of global fashion businesses;

•  demonstrate systematic understanding 
of the fashion product development man-
agement process, garment construction, 
and critical path management to meet the 
needs of specific target global markets;

•  critically appraise global sourcing opportu-
nities (off-shore and domestic) and supply 
chain management components to meet 
consumer needs and business objectives; 

•  critically evaluate research using relevant 
research methodologies to acquire knowl-
edge through own findings and those 
of others in order to create a substantial 
piece of self-directed research to industry 
and academic standards.

Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in economics, 
marketing or fashion design with marketing. Those who have proven work 
experience in these fields may also access this course. It is aimed at training the 
participant to become a fashion buyer, an experienced professional in the selection 
and purchase of fashion products. 
This master’s course is ‘contemporary’ as it differentiates itself by providing current 

and future models of business, which encapsulate recent and future innovation and 
technology, taught by qualified industry practitioners.  
Buyers need to be business-minded with strong analytical skills but also able to negotiate 
and work alongside creative departments. 
Through the study of subjects such as buying structure, trend forecasting, product and 
visual display, participants will learn all the technical and theoretical concepts they need to 

create a campaign of buying. By analysing different retail formats, gaining understanding 
of an organization from a buying team and studying key macro trends, they will be able to 
accurately understand the role of buyers and merchandisers in the global market of fashion 
and luxury. The contents of the course will be devoted to the knowledge of proper stock 
mix, the main techniques of import /export as well as pricing strategies and the profitability 
of a fashion product will be analysed. It will allow participants to learn how to properly plan 
the purchase of a seasonal collection, using a balanced mix of products and brands that fully 

satisfy the needs and tastes of the consumer.
In addition, the study of various techniques of product development, the role of visual 
merchandising within a store and the adoption of joint negotiation techniques, will enable 
participants to tackle a real project of buying from a company that is an industry benchmark. In the 
final stage of the course, research methodologies and the experience acquired with the business 
projects will allow participants to prepare a draft strategy for buying independently.

1) The programme delivered in London is subject to validation 
and is undergoing the validation process with Manchester Me-
tropolitan University (MMU). 
2) Only in London campus.

programme
•  strategic fashion buying 
•  fashion marketing management
•  contemporary issues in fashion
•  fashion buying and product development 

management
•  fashion buying and supply chain manage-

ment
•  research methods
•  dissertation2
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in economics, marketing, fashion design or similar, or proven  relevant work 
experience. The curriculum is designed to train a fashion product manager, a specialist in the manufacture of the product in fashion companies, 
able to realise ideas and design concepts, turning creativity into a viable business proposition. The course analyses the marketing strategies and 
production methods necessary to create a fashion collection that is a response to fashion trends and consumer demands, offering a product with 
a high level of innovation in style and processes. 

Subsequently, in-depth study of the characteristics and properties of fabrics, combined with knowledge of each product’s construction tecnique, 
will enable participants to produce collections that have desired profit margins for their target market. The supply chain, negotiation techniques 

with suppliers, quality control and the definition of price and delivery 
lead time are matters which the participants in the course will 
discuss continuously with professionals from leading companies 

in the fashion industry, applying them to real-life projects. The 
analysis of the combination of fashion and technology will also 
enable the participants to understand how with innovation they can 
find extraordinary applications in the production process by creating 
a definite link between new technologies and the current image and 
trends of fashion.

This course is designed to create a new professional figure with the 
unique ability to interpret style from the design concept through to the 
finished garment/product, by expanding on the technical knowledge of 
construction and production of every garment created within the collection. 
An extensive knowledge of fabrics and their appropriate uses and properties 
combined with an understanding of cut, construction and production time 
feasibilities, enables the product manager to create a product with desired 
profit margins for the appropriate market. 

programme
•  fashion product design
•  fashion production development
•  fashion production strategies
•  research methods

fashion product
& production
management

opportunities 
The product manager is the key figure in the chain of fashion product development, 
linking the creative and productive functions, able to apply theoretical knowledge and 
aesthetic approaches to feasibility analysis related to production processes (continuing 
or new products) and costs (within the company or outsourced). The essential work 
of the product manager is to coordinate design themes, budgets  and the time line of 
a collection. The manager also looks after the relationship between the merchandise 
suppliers and the production, outsourcing, quality control and pricing. The professional 
profile brings together the work of the design studio, pattern cutting and production 
to ensure that the collection attains the required style, price points and delivery dates.

learning outcomes
•  understand and manage all technical, tech-

nological, organizational and economic is-
sues related to the production processes of 
fashion products;

•  evaluate suppliers on the basis of their pro-
ductive potential, financial reliability, techno-
logical level and compliance with product 
specifications;

•  manage at the planning stage all the vari-
ables related to the design of new fashion 
products, making it a viable and efficient 
production fashion system;

•  develop the ability to respond positively to 
changes in technology and product inno-
vation, predicting future scenarios in which 
to operate;

•  develop a reporting system capable of syn-
thesizing the information flow in the pro-
duction process.

Postgraduate Programmes | Master ’s Course

the 
profession 

that makes 
the fashion 

dream 
a reality
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in economics, marketing, fashion design or similar, or proven relevant 
work experience. The study programme is designed to establish the role of the specialist in managing a store, from the flagship to 
an individual boutique, through the development of expertise in the areas of retail marketing, human resource management and in 
fashion category management.

At the end of the course, participants will be able to understand brand values and transfer them to the consumer, making the buying 
process a unique and unforgettable experience, so that they will gain the customer’s faith and loyalty at the point of sale. The study of 
the development of human resources, in-store communication and integration of IT in the store are fundamental to understanding the 
current role of the retail manager and are the future of the profession. 

Through the course curriculum participants will develop the necessary knowledge for the economic analysis of a store, ensuring that they 
can understand the budget and monitor indicators that measure the performance of the store, the sales-by-category indicators of cross-
selling, stock rotation and coverage analysis. The course will also allow the participant to understand which strategies to promote and which 

loyalties to undertake in order to improve customer satisfaction and the shopping experience of the purchaser. Analysis of communication in 
the store will also enable participants to understand how traditional strategies can complement those based on technological innovation, in 
order to develop more interactivity and consumer engagement.

management 
of the shopping 
experience

programme
•  the business of retail
•  fashion marketing management
•  retail management
•  contemporary issue in fashion
•  the power of communication in the POS
•  research methods

fashion retail 
management

opportunities 
The fashion retail manager is a key figure in the distribution chain and is 
ultimately responsible for managing the logistics of distributing the product. 
Fashion retail managers are highly trained professionals in the fashion industry 
and must be continually alert to trends in collections. They must also have 
problem-solving skills and negotiation and social skills to the highest level 
in order to interact constructively with both clients and the human resources 
department of the store. The fashion retail manager can work in the flagship 
store, department stores, showrooms and boutiques, both single-brand and 
multi-brand. They can manage the development of the retail network of a 
company or manage its internationalization.

learning outcomes
•  able to assess the economic data of the 

store and have strategies to improve its 
profitability;

•  develop innovative retail marketing policies 
and define effective strategies for custom-
er relationship management, assessing 
the motivation of consumers, competitors, 
brand values and cultural influences;

•  plan new forms of in-store shopping expe-
rience that combine business intelligence 
applications to the changing social habits 
of consumption in the luxury and fashion 
market;

•  apply and define all aspects related to 
retail communication, from multisensory 
colour, light, smell and sound proposals, as 
well as stand design, to the management 
of in-store events;

•  manage the store personnel with neces-
sary leadership and through the applica-
tion of motivation and incentive policies 
useful to this end;

•  select and define the indicators that meas-
ure the effectiveness by value generated in 
the store, analysing the seasonal variations 
and trends in the fashion industry;

•  strategically plan the purchases of new 
fashion collections with buyers being 
aware of trends and stock policy and logis-
tic processes in/out of the store.
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Aimed at candidates who have previous undergraduate study in law, economics or marketing. Those who have proven work 
experience in these fields may also access this course. 

The global activity of the majority of the luxury brands, requires that they are knowledgeable of legal requirements in relation to fashion 
business. Through the study of subjects such as licensing, merchandising, import & export, distribution and franchising agreements, 
intellectual property rights, employment and labour relation issues, safety, sustainability and consumer protection issues, participants 

will learn the technical and theoretical concepts they need to advise and develop company strategy. By analysing different aspects of 
commercial and corporate law, intellectual property law, trademark law, labour law and business law, participants will understand how it 
is possible to expand the brand, ensuring that legal and ethical issues are fully respected.

The emphasis of the course is on the knowledge of aspects related to the development of the supply chain and sale of the fashion product, 
evaluated in a comparative manner in different countries. 

Creativity, production, sales and promotion take place in different locations around the world, and the laws on these matters are as diverse 
as the countries themselves.  Participants will engage with various issues, highlighting innovative solutions that the luxury and fashion brands 
have applied in the field.

understanding legal issues
surrounding the life of a garment,
from inception to brand protection

programme
•  fashion law and finance
•  fashion marketing management
•  ethics and sustainability
•  contemporary issues in fashion
•  fashion licensing
•  research methods

opportunities 
The responsibility of the future fashion manager is to be aware of the sustainability of businesses 
and the ethical issues that are protected more and more by law. Customer awareness also means 
that the consumer is attentive the products being delivered on the market and their role in ensuring 
the product is fit for market. The professional growth of graduates in the course will come through 
the company where they are currently practicing, and are able to bring what they learn in the 
course to enrich their own performance within a legal firm; newly-acquired knowledge from the 
world of fashion will inform their skills in the field. The participants will also be able to inform start-
ups in luxury fashion that will contribute important improvements to the field of fashion law.

learning outcomes
•  appraise the concept of creativity applied to fashion and luxury products and evaluate how companies manage product design, manufac-

turing processes, commercialization  and promotion options in a sustainable way;
•  research and evaluate case studies where the development  of an ethical approach to the market has increased brand value;
•  understand the concept of luxury in the global luxury goods market and critically analyse the different luxury business models and growth 

strategies suitable for mature and/or emerging luxury goods markets;
•  critically analyse fashion-specific legal advice to meet the challenges of issues facing fashion companies in international contexts;
•  evaluate a range of sociological fashion theories in order to analyse key developments within the history of fashion in the 20th and 

21st centuries and their relationship to contemporary trends, cultural movements, and innovation.
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Aimed at executive candidates who may have a bachelor’s degree in business administration in marketing management, economics, fashion or a 
similar alternative with proven work experience. This University Master’s Degree is designed to train corporate finance managers and controllers 
specialising in the luxury sector, the figure who sits on the board of directors and supports companies in their internationalization processes, 
partnerships and stock exchange listing. Professionals in this field are able to develop appropriate strategic plans and assess economic and financial 
sustainability, addressing the development of systems of performance management.  

The participants will begin their journey with the study of international accounting standards and the U.S. GAAP and will arrive at an understanding of 
the most current techniques for the assessment of financial performance, tax and legal planning. Theoretical approaches will be applied to case studies 
and examples from active companies operating in the luxury sector, in order to grasp the essentials of management and planning.  

Participants will be required to study the history and sociology 
of fashion, highlighting how changes in contemporary societies 
have transformed the nature of the companies in fashion and 
luxury, from small family businesses to multinationals listed on 
stock exchanges around the world.
The nature of the sector is explored through looking at dynamics 
such as the speed of the life cycle of a fashion product, the 
desire for ‘identification’ and communication, social consumption, 
mass-elitism; variables that must be known in detail and evaluated 
in financial planning in fashion and luxury companies. The course 
also includes a module on the discussion of the governance of 
corporations. In the final stage of the course, the experience gained 
from the analysis of case studies and research methodologies acquired 
will allow participants to develop a project for the preparation of their 
theses.

A part-time course (1 week per month for 40 hours of classroom training 
for the 8-month course), suitable for experienced professionals who are 
already working at a recognised professional level and have little time to 
continue their studies.

fashion corporate
finance and
management
control for the
fashion & luxury
business

opportunities 
A specialist in accounting, auditing, in finance, in tax planning and financial planning, the finance 
manager and controller of fashion and luxury has a grasp of everything from marketing to fashion. 
Understanding the techniques of analysing the profitability of a business, points of sale and 
business management in the world of luxury, these managers can design strategies for sustainable 
development, strategies that will appeal both economically and financially to big investors in the 
sector, while at the same time remaining ‘creative’ executives who know the world of luxury and 
its singularities.
The professional growth of graduates in the course can take place in the company where they 
currently operate, where their newly-acquired skills in the world of corporate finance will come 
in very useful, or in start-up companies or companies in luxury fashion that contribute important 
innovations to the field.

1) The master’s in Corporate Finance & Management Control for the Fashion & Luxury Business is held in collaboration with the Università 
Carlo Cattaneo LIUC of Castellanza (Varese) where the University Master’s Degree is awarded.

learning outcomes
•  develop financial plans that can increase shareholder value;
•  integrate the language of the chief  financial officers and finance directors of 

the brand with the developer;
•  develop appropriate systems of performance management and cash manage-

ment;
•  manage relationships and dialogue with the world of banking and institutional 

investors;
•  understand the macroeconomic environ-ment of the luxury industry by analysing 

the dynamics in different industrial sectors;
•  evaluate the power of luxury brands through  social, cultural and semiotic values;
•  analyse the relationship between the history of fashion and sociological theories inter-

preting them as a global phenomenon.

in collaboration with                                     www.liuc.it

a part-time
master’s

for experienced
professionals
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programme
•  enterprise perfomance management  

and budgeting
•  consolidated financial statement
•  corporate finance and governance
•  managing of luxury
•  contemporary issues in fashion
•  design creativity and innovation
•  dissertation

Postgraduate Programmes  |  Master’s Degree
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Aimed at maximum 12 excellent candidates per year, selected by the best 
fashion schools worldwide or from the world of work, who have a minimum 
of professional experience and/or have launched a brand with great future 
potential. 

Maximum four participants will be chosen from each of the following educa-
tional pathways: Design, Art Direction and Business. Those selected will be 
expected to have a good first degree in design or business studies.

The course is designed to train the future leaders of the fashion industry to 
understand, analyse and manage the key areas of a fashion company.

Through the study of subjects such as collection-building, production method-
ologies, budgeting, marketing and communication, the participant can learn not 
only theoretical notions but to develop innovative and future-thinking practical 

approaches aimed at creating, making and launching a product or collection of 
products on the global market.

These twelve participants will be divided into three interdisciplinary groups. Each 
group will consist of a participant with a design background, one with an art direction 
background and one with a business background.  

All three groups will attend a nine-month intensive course held by the best tutors and 
managers of the fashion industry in every area (design, art, business), during which they 
will develop their own business idea or an idea from the sponsoring brand.

During the course each group will be supported by: 
• a coach; 
• three tutors, one for each subject area. There will be no pre-constructed units, but the 

contents will be negotiated and driven by each team, focusing on project development;  
• managers for each function (creativity, communication, digital, textile, venture capital, 
business planning, marketing, retail, etc.) who will work directly on the participants’ project. 

lab for
creative leadershipfashion elite

learning outcomes
•  research, develop and resolve all crea-

tive ideas while producing an ambitious, 
professional and contemporary collection 
(creative skills);

•  critically implement an individual program 
of work demonstrating organizational and 
managerial skills in planning, organiz-
ing and completing the project (business 
skills);

•  evaluate the procedures involved in setting 
up and operating a business venture (busi-
ness skills);

•  relate appropriately and effectively within 
various organizational contexts;

•  develop effective self-management skills 
in terms of time, planning and behaviour, 
motivation, self-starting, individual initiative 
and enterprise when realizing a project 
(soft skills).

programme
The programme is innovative as it is based 
on a coaching approach. This is determined 
by the participants as they set their objec-
tives and are supported and guided by the 
academic teams across fashion disciplines.

opportunities
Through building skills in ideas development, 
problem solving, teamwork and focused pro-
ject management, participants will be able 
to lead teams of people in realising complex 
projects. They will be able to contribute en-
trepreneurial thinking to new concepts for 
existing companies or generate new busi-
nesses and create new markets for innova-
tive products.

Postgraduate Programmes | Master ’s Course
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The unique approach that the School of Design offers is the strong connection it has with 
the Istituto Marangoni School of Fashion in Milano and the industry context of the leading 

capital of design. Growing out of fashion, through interior design, visual design, accessories 
and lifestyle objects, Istituto Marangoni offers a particular proposition and delivery in the tea-
ching methods and course curricula. The participants are taught by inspirational professional 

designers who prepare them to be the leading new professionals of tomorrow, responding to the 
contemporary and future lifestyles with exciting proposals in design and production of objects 

that will become the iconic design pieces of the future. 

The School of Design offers numerous educational courses in the area of Interior, Product, 
Accessories and Visual Design, in order to meet the multiple needs of the candidates and is 
divided into two macro-areas called ‘Undergraduate Programmes’ and ‘Postgraduate Program-
mes’, which in turn are encapsulated in 4 types of courses:

One Year Courses 
Three Year Courses
Preparatory Courses for Postgraduate Programmes 

Master’s Courses 



undergraduate   programmes
One Year Courses / One Year Courses are specifically designed to meet the needs 
of candidates with limited time availability and without any specific skills. These courses 
allow for a good knolwdge of the main technical and practical principles related to the 

design’s sector.   

Three Year Courses / These are complete programmes for a period of three years, which 
allow for a thorough knowledge of the range of technical knowledge and practices, addressing 

all the stages through learning the history, the art, the development of language and the study 
of individual creative disciplines related to the selected choices. Fostering a multidisciplinary 
approach to the subject, students will learn to combine research, creativity and marketing. 



Undergraduate Programmes | One Year Course

The course is aimed at learners who are interested in Interior Design and 
who want to understand technical and constructional aspects of interior 
spaces, the methodologies of elaborating the concept of a project and its 
appropriate representation. The approach is creative, artistic and intuitive; it 
is not only technical. The fundamentals of the course are aimed at providing 
knowledge of various interior styles, the study of solutions in furnishing, the ma-
terials used and the various possibilities in fabrics; patterns, colors and shades. 

interpret and
develop specialist

interior projects: 
residential, retail,

public and exhibition.

learning outcomes
•  manage a sketchbook of research from 

development to project presentation, im-
port the necessary images for the presen-
tation of a moodboard, color charts, paper 
materials, project layout;

•  describe an interior design project throu-
gh technical drawing in Autocad and 
sketch freehand perspectives of the de-
sign proposal; 

•  interpret in concept boards the trend, mood 
and technical aspects of contemporary 
project work for residential spaces;

•  develop an interior design project, tran-
slating the DNA of a chosen brand into 
the retail outlet with innovative furnishin-
gs through appropriate design methodo-
logies; 

•  propose the mood and architectonic solu-
tions for a selected public space, faithful 
to planning restrictions. 

programme
• visual language
• design cultures and research 
• emotional design
• definition of lifestyles 

In the first part of the course the necessary 
basics will be introduced for the understan-
ding and definition of the style of an interior 
design project. Project analysis of internal 
spaces will run parallel with the study of te-
chnical layout and graphic design. The cour-
se favours an approach to the design con-
cept of a project for the interior space in a 
private dwelling and, on the other hand, the 
analysis of a fashion brand in the context of 
fashion and luxury. 

After having acquired the basic skills, the 
participants will move on to study projects 
in commercial retail space, or leisure spaces 
(such as restaurants, bars and private clubs) 
to build and apply the ‘concept’ of a luxury 
brand. Particular attention will be made to an 
analysis of the various typologies in the re-
presentation of projects. During the course, 
a variety of seminars and lectures are fore-
seen, aimed at providing in-depth knowledge 
presented by professionals, such as project 
managers in the luxury sector. 

The course will prepare learners to join one 
of the specialist master’s in interiors, if they 
already process a relevant undergraduate 
degree or diploma. 
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Through the study of drawing, production techniques and materials, parti-
cipants will be able to design accessory collections, which are the comple-
te expression of the craftsman and creative value represented worldwide 
by the Made in Italy.

becoming an
accessories designer:

creativity between
fashion and luxury.

Milano   Undergraduate Programmes  |  One Year Course

In addition to drawing techniques, which are fundamental for the correct develop-
ment of the creative process, great attention is paid to shoes, bags and leather goods 
production processes with the aim of verifying the product feasibility through the 
analysis of clear functional and budgetary requirements. A focus also on the main 
contemporary artistic movements and styles, which influence accessories design will 
allow participants to develop an aesthetic sensitivity and design language and un-
derstand the intangible values inherent in the accessories product, The course also 
analyses in-depth the concepts in ideas associated with designing for accessories, pro-
totyping with the aim of allowing the creation of experimental shapes and details, using 
both innovative and traditional materials.

The figure of the accessories designer is particularly requested by fashion and luxury 
brands. Accessories in fact, represent a consistent part of sales for fashion brand Partici-
pants of this intensive course, once concluded the learning process in the classroom and in 
workshops, will be able to elaborate original ideas, which respond to different markets and 
needs. They will be able to present their creations through new media and graphic technolo-
gies, perfectly aligned with the needs of the industry. Job opportunities include collaborations 
with fashion brands, accessories brands, styling, research and consultancy studios. Partici-
pants after the course will be well prepared to design collections for different market realities, 
as well as contribute to any professional training in the field of fashion accessories.

learning outcomes
•  develop techniques and processes to com-

municate ideas professionally;
•  create and develop  a complete accesso-

ries collection; 
•  design technical drawings for the creation 

and the prototyping of bags and shoes; 
•  understand the techniques to apply to va-

rious typologies of accessories and their 
details;

•  independently develop research.

programme
•  design and materials
•  art and accessories design
•  collection development
•  personal research and final collection
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The aim of the three year course in Interior Design is to generate professional figures 
who are able to apply skills in interpreting and developing projects in the different 
specialist areas of interiors: residential, projects in retail design, public spaces and 
exhibition design. The course provides participants with the technical knowledge and 
understanding to resolve aspects in the construction of spaces, the methodologies to 

develop a concept proposal through to its correct representation. The approach in the 
course is creative, artistic, and intuitive as well as technical in design.

the interior designer
combines the techniques 

in the interpretation
of current trends through
an intuitive and sensorial

approach to a project.

opportunities
The interior designer has a vast array of employment opportunities. This professional figure can work in architectural and interior design practices, inte-
rior divisions of fashion brands, or in editorial publishing for fashion interior or trend publications as a set designer for photographic shoots. The career 
of an interior designer also encompasses the activity undertaken in technical workshops in companies active in the retail sector. Many designers find 
themselves working freelance or as interior design consultants.

The study and analysis of the history and the 
evolution of interior design thinking will be 
supported by workshop hours will develop 
the participants’ ability to interpret interior 
design projects in line with contemporary 
trends. They will translate these ideas into a 
structure that tells the story of the space de-
picting mood and atmosphere, with technical 
plans and elevations as well as evocative, il-
lustrative interpretations of space and mood. 

Participants will be asked to focus on creati-
ve proposals with the goal of responding to 
the needs of the client in the contemporary 
market of lifestyle living. The projects will 
look at different segments of the market, 
such as retail design for learners to translate 
the identity of a brand for the retail space. On 
completion of the course, the aspiring pro-
fessionals will be able to develop innovative 
solutions for public spaces and exhibition 
design and spatial concepts for wellbeing. 

The interior designers through the resear-
ch and analysis of the changes in the con-
temporary way we live, plans a space that 
creates a style story, where the use of color 
and light helps to evoke a seductive mood. 
The designers are able to engage with the 
project at all stages of its development. They 
have competency in progressing the project 
idea from its inception as a concept, right 
through to the final presentation and sign-off 
of the space to the client.

Best works made by students at last aca-
demic year will be shown during an exhibi-
tion-event named Degree Show.

learning outcomes
•  gain a basic ability in the use of information 

technology and the technologies associa-
ted with the presentation of projects;

•  manage creative ideas in response to a 
given brief in the graphic interpretation 
and representation of a moodboard, color 
charts, materials and design perspectives 
in color;

•  develop the interiors of public spaces with 
particular attention to structure and te-
chnical solutions (swimmingpools - baths 
dropceilings - platforms - mezzanines glas-
spartitions - partitions);

•  develop a retail space translating the DNA 
of an brand with innovative dressing of the 
space through a correct project methodo-
logy;

•  develop an interior project with innovative 
content which has strong visual impact 
that reflects the individual creative and 
professional chose of the student;

•  interpret and develop a project assigned by 
a company in all of its phases with creative 
proposals, which are functional and techni-
cally viable in a contemporary context with 
particular attention to international trends 
and professionally presented to the client.

programme
I year
•  understanding architectural design
•  Introduction to technical projects
•  Interior design
•  design histories

II year
•  contemporary project analysis
•  emotive design 
•  style definition
•  design and cultural perspectives

III year
•  home style philosophy
•  brand contamination
•  innovative fashion Interior
•  research theory and practice

Milano   Undergraduate Programmes  |  Three Year Course
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opportunities
The course aims to generate the lerners with a holistic approach in the journey of a project, in order to provide participants with the basis to work both 
in the design department of large companies, and also for consulting agencies or professional design studios. They have the possibility to also work for 
production agencies for consumer goods, or work independently as freelance consultants following the different phases of development of a product, 
from concept to final realization. 

The aim of the three-year course in Product Design is to harness and 
nurture the creative talent of applicants in the areas of design, 3D deve-
lopment of ideas and in the graphic representation of design ideas throu-
gh drawing. At the end of the program, the participant will have a complete 
knowledge of the entire creative process and the application of ideas to 
industrial production: they will be able to manage the creative process in 
research, prototyping and production, which brings about the realization of 
a product.

develop
creative thinking 

and design objects
for the future.

programme
I year
•  design process
•  product analysis
•  product branding
•  history of design

II year
•  design methodology
•  design development
•  design and culture

III year
•  Industrialisation of the creative process
•  final project and portfolio
•  research practice and theory

learning outcomes
•  carry out the design of ideas through the use of dedicated software;
•  use software rendering programs to create advanced mapping of objects;
•  consider an appropriate synergy between design and business by applying a design strategy; 
•  generate a project in accord with industrial standards, guaranteeing feasibility and lead time of 

production;
•  produce a short video footage to demonstrate the production of a 3D representation of the 

object.

The course will introduce the basic aspects 
of design using dedicated software that can 
illustrate the creative ideas, processes and 
skills that represent the best of Italian design.
Through prototyping, the relationship between 
shape, proportion the dimensions of products, 
and visual brand identity will be understood. The 
participant will develop, a design of a product 
with a 3D graphic representation of the final 
object, considering the scope and limitations 
of an identified market. 

Research is the basis from which creative 
ideas will be developed, and the analytical 
skills acquired during the course will be ap-
plied to the choice in methods of production 
of objects. On completion of the program, the 
participant will have a perfect command of in-
dependence in project development, and ne-
cessary critical analysis to judge the feasibility 
of ideas to production for a given market.

Product designers must be extremely profes-
sional to manage every phase of the project 
process, as industrial products are becoming 
more and more complex and the market more 
critical and complicated, from furniture to wa-
tches, from household appliances to lighting, 
and high tech. gadgets. For this reason, the 
contemporary product designer cannot sim-
ply be defined as a ‘designer’, but also as a 
‘design manager’, above all, because their role 
becames crucial and strategic in the organi-
zation and completion of all aspects of pro-
duction.

Best works made by students at last acade-
mic year will be shown during an exhibition-e-
vent named Degree Show.

Milano   Undergraduate Programmes  |  Three Year Course
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The aim of the course in Accessories Design is to prepare designers in accessories 
design for the luxury fashion market. Through the three year course the learner will 
be able to develop a personal handwriting and competency approach in design for 
accessories. The introduction and successive development of technical knowledge 
will equip the participant with an independence to create fashion and luxury ideas 

and manage project development.

an expanding sector
of important development 

for global brands.

opportunities
The accessories sector is expanding in very strategic ways for fashion, it plays an important role in a brand. The main task of the fashion accessories designer 
is to understand current fashion trends, representing the concept of a company.  
The accessories designer will find work in retail and in fashion companies, or in bespoke manufacturing, design studios or working as a freelance designer.

The aim of the course in Accessories Design is to prepare designers in accessories design for 
the luxury fashion market. During the three-year course, the participant will develop a personal 
signature and a competent approach to design for accessories. The introduction and successive 
development of technical knowledge will equip the participant with the confidence to create fashion 
and luxury ideas and manage project development. The curriculum will focus on the methods, 
management and business of designing shoes, bags, leather goods, eyewear, gloves, belts, hats 
and jewellery. Participants will understand how to contextualise their own research and design 
ideas, analyse and process the design development of the accessory. The participant will also be 
capable of assessing contemporary fashion trends and their influence on design considerations, 
applying their knowledge of traditional and innovative materials and defining production processes 
and client needs through an assessment of lifestyle and in relation to ‘Made in Italy’. The study of 
technical processes for the developement of new products will also be explored, as well as testing 
and analysing the feasibility of production and referencing the language of luxury and the design 
codes of the brand.

The research and study of materials will be the first stage in the development of project proposals, 
to help interpret and apply the experimental innovations in design, use of traditional techniques 
and new technologies. The communication of ideas will come through the use of 3D software 
programmes, interpreting graphically the virtual simulation of accessory objects. Understanding 
the feasibility of producing the accessories, design will come through the modelling of the product, 
which allows for the material realisation of the conceptual idea, and the analysis of the shape of 
the object. In collaboration with the most important companies that work in this discipline, the 
course nurtures the individual creative abilities of the participant, along with entrepreneurial and 
production development skills.  

The evolution of the accessories sector in the international market has become a fundamental 
strategic model in the business development of a brand in fashion and luxury, and the designers 
of accessories have assumed an important role in this emerging business, protagonists able to 
understand and interpret contemporary trends and therefore define the market strategies of 
global brands.

learning outcomes
•  undertake independent research in the 

creation of ideas for design and the illus-
tration of fashion and luxury accessories;

•  utilise various approaches to design to 
create illustrations for fashion and luxury 
accessories;

•  use techniques in construction for the cre-
ation of new design details; 

•  adopt and apply the characteristics of new 
materials to design thinking; 

•  plan technical drawings for the creation 
and modelling of bags and shoes;

•  use knowledge of computer aided technl-
ogies to create technical drawings and 3D 
illustrations for the professional presenta-
tion of projects;

•  design a complete range of accessories 
that responds to the needs of a chosen 
market;

•  manage an independent workload and that 
of a group of staff, respecting deadlines.

programme
I year
•  brand and collection design
•  materials, function and construction
•  design methodology
•  history of art and dress

II year
•  the art of luxury. materials, construction 

and style innovation
•  design, brand merchandising and market-

ing
•  fashion, culture and contemporary per-

spectives

III year
•  luxury accessory exploration
•  researching theory & practice
•  final major project portfolio or final major 

project artefact realisation
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The aim of the three year course in Visual Design is to prepare professionals able 
in the use of all the language tools in visual communication, from the application of 
ideas in advertising, to brand experience and new media. 

designer of the brand 
image, strategist in

the business of success
through the subject of
visual communication. 

opportunities
A visual designer can own and operate an independent company or work with an advertising agency, a studio in graphic design and communication, press 
offices, magazine editorial, publishing houses, in web agencies or in general for a company with an internal graphic design department. 

The course starts with the study of contemporary consumer market realities and their 
communication through visual language and storytelling, which also includes the means 
of video and new media.  Through the language of graphic design, the course will focus 
on visual communication: from the creation of an approach in brand identity, to sequen-
tial imaging, through to advertising, or the application of ideas to the field of publishing. 
The aim is to give learners the skills to apply creative ideas and solutions to the guide-
lines of marketing and communication of a product or idea, creating a defined concept, 
researching and selecting a unique and distinguishing style. 

Through subjects connected to web design and publishing design the participants will 
create projects that complete the marketing package and the visual communication of a 
brand. The course also considers the technical aspects of video equipment and possible 
animation in motion graphics that can translate the aesthetic codes of brands, creating 
a visual identity by adopting an approach in experimental new media art.
 
In the contemporary world in which communication is a factor in success, the visual de-
signer is a key figure. Through the language of graphics and visual communication, the 
professional can determine the success or the failure of a product or service, expand the 
brand identity and better focalize its position in the marketplace. Through the knowledge 
of marketing strategies, communication logic and market trends, the visual designer is 
able to give voice to images and words that define the identity of a brand.

Best works made by students at last academic year will be shown during an exhibi-
tion-event named Degree Show.

learning outcomes
•  apply the knowledge of how to use techno-

logy in a creative project;
•  manage publishing projects;
•  understand the component of communica-

tion connected with the success of a brand;
•  build a visual identity strategy that is cohe-

rent with the brand equity;
•  create a graphic layout for a website;
•  have technical knowledge of animation 

and video production.

programme
I year
•  principles of graphic design
•  design layout
•  advertising
•  design histories

II year
•  digital illustration
•  brand identity
•  visual brand identity
•  design and cultural perspectives

III year
•  video and motion graphics
•  graphics project and portfolio
•  research theory and practice
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programmespostgraduate
Preparatory Courses / These courses are designed for candidates who have a degree 
or diploma not related to the field of design, but who want to acquire the basic notions 

which are indispensible to move on to a master or one year postgraduate course. They 
will acquire the fundamental cultural ideas and above all, an effective study method that 

represents a fundamental pathway for them to develop critical independence and better 
orient their study choices, helping them to select the most suitable course on the basis of 

their individual capacity and their professional aspirations.

Master’s Courses / These are educational courses designed for candidates who have com-
pleted three-year undergraduate programmes or alternatively have explicit expertise in design. 
Master’s degrees offered by Istituto Marangoni explore specific issues: they are highly speciali-

zed courses that are designed to open doors to a successful career in one of the world capitals 
in design and luxury. 



Postgraduate Programmes | Preparatory Course 

This course trains participants who have a non-specialist degree in design are introduced to the 
skills necessary to undertake a specialized master.  The course is structured with three units, each 
allowing for the acquisition of a basic level of visual communication, product development: acces-
sories and fine jewellery.

an essential preparation
to face serenely

the whole master’s offer
in industrial and

visual design areas.

Starting from the study of art history and design in the 1900s, the subjects of visual 
brand identity and trend forecasting familiarize the learner to the skills in brand commu-
nication. The introduction of software for 3D graphic design representation will be an 
indispensible skill of visual design communication. The course is focused in the second 
unit on product design and specifically in the study of ergonomics and the analysis of 
the object in relation to the space that it inhabits. The third unit will present the elements 
that comprise the foundamentals of accessories and jewellery design.

The abilities of the learners  will be enriched by the complementary studies in the hi-
story of Italian and international art and design with the aim to foster their creativity and 
innovation. In the course there will be a research project, combining 3D visual imaging 
and design solutions that are innovative, creative and original. The social and cultural 
influences that inform the landscape of art and design will enhance the understanding 
of the discipline. During the course there will be a variety of different seminars intended 
to culturally stimulate, provoke and enrich the participants’ knowledge and perceptions 
of the subject of art and design, its context and meaning in design. The final portfolio 
of work will be assessed with the view to access a specialized master course provided 
by Istituto Marangoni.  

The course will give participants an ability to communicate visually design thinking. Le-
arners will have the skills to articulate the development of those ideas through 2D mo-
odboards, presentations, object analysis and proposals of ideas. The creative context in 
which the participants intend to work will be evident through the presentation that they 
make in the portfolio of the final body of work. 

Participants will therefore have a complete understanding of the principles that regulate 
the world and be able to choose with more insight one of the high specialized master 
courses.

learning outcomes
•  demonstrate a basic ability in the use of 

information technology and the technolo-
gies associated with the presentation of 
projects;

•  manage creative ideas in response to a gi-
ven brief, in the graphic interpretation and  
representation of a moodboard;

•  develop a multidisciplinary knowledge in 
design that allows the participant to un-
derstand the development of a creative 
project;

•  develop research processes dedicated to 
proposing new project solutions;

•  translate a conceptual idea into a graphic 
representation for a design audience.

programme
•  visual Identity
•  product design I
•  product design II
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The master’s course of design in Home Luxury Collection trains professionals who 
are capable of translating design thinking, in a manner that is both sophisticated 
and creative in a project of Home Collection. This course is designed for those 
who already have some degree of training in technical project planning and who 
would like to acquire a professional preparation in the field of home décor design. 
The course is strongly focused on the working relationship between the client and 
designer in the development of successful project solutions.

develop a creative
process to evolve and 
propose coordinated 

design solutions for the 
‘home collection’ market.

opportunities
The workspaces in which this ever-more sought-after professional works, are those of architectural studios and interior design groups, the offices of 
international brands, or in the role of a freelance brand consultant.

The course has the aim to translate, in a manner that is both creative and sophisticated, the style 
identity of a fashion brand in the living of interior spaces; those dedicated to the hotel industry, 
restaurants, airlines and cruise ships design, with materials and objects that represent the fashion 
brand. the learner will be able to elaborate textures, colors, materials, fabrics, furnishings and styles 
informed by the understanding of how to create contemporary collections based on luxury living. 

On completion of the course the learner will be able to develop professional projects, which will iden-
tify the evolution of interior spaces for living and propose, with a knowledge that is both technical and 
innovative, unique impactful solutions that interpret and translate the style of a brand into a project 
for ‘home luxury collection’.

The Interior Designer is a professional figure who plans and organizes interior spaces for diverse 
environments, with a specific competence in the area of project ideas, with creative skill and a strong 
aesthetic sensibility, capable of reflecting on the design of the past, in order to develop design con-
cepts for the future. This professional approaches the development of interiors for domestic spaces 
in harmony with the needs and desires of the client; significant interventions through the placement 
of materials and products capable of translating the style of brands through a product’s communica-
tion in innovatively designed contexts.

learning outcomes
•  acquire the technical knowledge and feel 

for home furnishing fabrics and materials;
•  recognise the styles and identities of Fa-

shion Brands contemplated for the luxury 
market;

•  analyze the evolution of living and the con-
temporary aesthetic in design;

•  interpret and translate the style of a Brand 
in a project for Home Collection;

•  manage the development of a project to 
undertake for a client with proposals that 
are coordinated with fabrics, colors, pat-
terns, and furniture, reflecting contempo-
rary trend;

•  interpret the space of the assigned project 
and represent it visually.

programme
•  defining trends 
•  brand contamination
•  creative design project
•  research methods

Milano   Postgraduate Programmes  |  Master’s Course



Postgraduate Programmes | Master ’s Course

‘Salus per aquam’, health through water. The concept of wellbeing today comes 
through synesthesia of luxury and body awareness.  The aim of the course Emo-
tional & Wellbeing Design is to design spaces for spas and bespoke bathrooms 
through these two concepts rooted in contemporary trends in wellbeing and the 
technologies now available on the market.

a master’s course
in designing spaces 

for wellbeing 
hat is in line with ideas

of modern living.

opportunities
The designer in this field works within studios of design, architecture and planning, who  have projects and planning applications in interior design 
solutions for gyms, thermal baths, beauty salons, hotels, francise or independent hotels and fitness centres. Graduates of this course will be able to find 
work as project managers or designers in companies that deal with wellness, design and production or they might also work freelance on more than 
one project at a time. The career opportunities in this sector that have become available in the past few years are noteworthy: in the blend of materials, 
colours, lighting and climate solutions to evoke positive, soothing and emotional experiences.

The master course is intended for those learners who already have a basis in 
planning and design for interiors, but who would like to deepen their know-
ledge in the new philosophy of living within wellbeing spaces. The course 
offers learners a complete preparation through an advanced understanding 
of wellness design with fine examples throughout history and social culture. 
Learners will gain knowledge and analysis of the twists and turns of the mar-
ket as well as its continual evolution for desireable living for the client.

Therefore beginning with the history and the culture of wellbeing centres 
throughout the world, the course will analyse the use of natural materials 
such as stone or wood and the place for them in the planning and designing 
of these spaces. Learners will study their use in environments subject to high 
temperatures, as well as the study of sensory design solutions in colour and 
sound that contribute to evoking a sense of wellbeing for the body, mind and 
spirit. The subject of the master course will cover the disciplines of design, 
architecture, materials, trends and luxury for wellbeing.  

The spa and wellbeing designer operates everywhere that is dedicated to 
wellbeing and physical health; such as fitness centres, tanning salons, spas, 
beauty salons, etc. These professionals know how to design bespoke solu-
tions, while respecting the needs, ideas and values of their clients. 

learning outcomes
•  understand the suitable materials and their 

place within spaces, evaluating the effects 
upon them caused by changes in the parti-
cular environmental conditions;

•  evaluate the use of sound and light in such 
a way as to evoke soothing and positive 
emotional states within spaces dedicated 
to wellbeing;

•  planning sensory and architectonic solu-
tions for all spaces dedicated to spas and 
wellbeing areas for the purpose of body 
awareness;

•  carry out further research in a more am-
ple context regarding wellbeing, luxury and 
design in relation to the health industry 
successfully carry out substantial research 
in an independent manner.

programme
•  design spaces for wellbeing
•  create new emotional experiences 
•  comfort and luxury
•  research methods
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The course is intended for those students who already hold a pertinent de-
gree in the field, and with a professional portfolio. The aim of the master 
course is to train professionals who are specialized and able to propose archi-
tectonic solutions, which are sophisticated and innovative in the area of retail. 
The focus of the course is dedicated to luxury and high-fashion brands, and 
promotes the synergy between the brand and the client. 

the spirit
and the philosophy

of international luxury 
brands interpreted and 

presented through
retail spaces.

opportunities
The designer for such spaces works within the design studios of a fashion and design brand, in 
one of the many Italian companies dealing with luxury, and for the international branding of stores. 
To work freelance for different architectural firms or in interior design studios is also part of the 
range of professional opportunities open to the interior designer.

By further investigation into the subject of Interior Design, the learner explores 
the design methodology and transfer of the philosophy of a fashion brand to 
a project in interiors. Educational tools will be conveyed to allow the learner to 
translate the creative thinking, analysis of materials and the use of digital tech-
niques through 3D imaging, into a real project. In the second part of the course, 
with the study of the language of the brand, and the characteristics that define it 
in the luxury market, the learner will research and develop a personal project for 
a company in the retail sector. 

At the end of the course, the learner will be able to carry out innovative proposals 
in the development of a project around a fashion and luxury brand. the interpre-
tation of international trends in the field of luxury retail, the skills in working with 
the supporting software for the visualization of planned spaces and for profes-
sional presentations to clients, is a substantial part of the course. 

learning outcomes
•  Interpret the philosophy of international 

Luxury Brands and translate them into re-
tail spaces for;

•  manage the design development of retail 
in the distribution of spaces the customer 
experience walking  through and the di-
splay  systems and building of the retail 
setting;

•  suggest architectonic solutions that are in-
novative and reflect contemporary;

•  render project solutions in a clear visual 
manner in the form of a professional pre-
sentation;

•  develop a professional portfolio as a syn-
thesis of the projects developed during the 
course.

programme
•  analysis of contemporary retail spaces
•  creative fashion retail  
•  innovative fashion spaces
•  research methods
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The master’s course is intended for those learners who already have a specific qua-
lification, or who are practicing professionals in this sector. the course will begin by 
offering an in-depth history of fabrics and the trend in the return to décor through new 
technologies with the development of a design collection that will be part of a learners 
portfolio of work.

a master’s course to be
chosen for a contemporary

interpretation of surface
design through

décor and fabrics.

opportunities
The surface & textile designer finds work either in the industrial or in the creative sectors, in design companies, fashion houses, style agencies, rese-
arch centres, experimental laboratories, architectural design firms, and in planning. it is a profession that is currently emerging within the ‘Made in Italy’ 
landscape with excellent placement opportunities. 

The course will deal with the historical and cultural roots of the birth of Décor. There 
will then be an analysis of the successive technical developments in surface and 
in the general field of design. The learner will engage in a research phase in the 
study of its application to materials and fabrics. The subject of contemporary tech-
nologies will also be explored for its influence in the transformation and subsequent 
development in furnishings, wallpaper design, decoration of ceramics and porcelain 
tableware. 

The learner will acquire the basic principles of analysis, after which they will ela-
borate, with a creative approach, their own personal style that will evolve from 
research and studio work supported by the faculty. Thanks to experimentation in 
fabrics, design and colors, the learner will pass from the conception of a creative 
idea to being able to respond to the needs of the market. The project envisions 
the development of proposals for materials that can be used in either interior or 
exterior design.

On completion of the master course, the learner will be able to create and co-
ordinate variant styles of proposed textiles and materials that can be aimed at 
the ‘home collection’ sector, to the spaces in which we live and to the design 
of furnishings that surround us. Combining creativity, technology, information in 
fashion and design, the learner will be able to produce ideas at the forefront of 
design with an eye towards market needs and trend forecast. A deepening of 
knowledge in materials, fabrics and finishing methods prepares the designer, in 
this growing sector, to create innovative design proposals, conduct studies and 
write project proposals whilst respecting the parameters of marketing, communi-
cation and production lead times. Participation in industry visits and international 
events allows for the possibility to grow a professional network in order to work 
with prestigious companies in the sector.

learning outcomes
•  understand materials and fabrics as well 

as technologies and their appropriate 
transformation in industry production;

•  evaluate with a critical approach the ne-
eds of the consumers, the market and 
trend, tied to a precise target or design 
brand; 

•  propose designs that represent a contem-
porary language for surfaces; 

•  carry out extensive research in both a 
complex context and independently.

programme
•  emotional approach 
•  undestanding surfaces
•  design for surfaces 
•  research methods 
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The course is aimed at students who already have a degree in design, archi-
tecture, engineering or in a similar field, with a portfolio and/or professional 
experience in the design sector. Indispensable requirements are the know-
ledge of rhino software, autocad (or similar) and the Adobe software suite 
(Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign). The course will develop through discovery 
and augmentation of production in design, from its close contact with the re-
alities of industry and the cultural changes that influence consumer behavior. 

designing objects
for the future 

inspired by
‘made in italy’.

opportunities
Product designers find very diverse career opportunities in technical studios of prestigious design companies, in the role of art director both as a 
permanent or as temporary solution or as a creative consultant and project manager. Alternatively the designers may successfully work as freelance 
designers or consultants.

Starting from a trends analysis of contemporary lifestyles, public consumptions and emotional 
perceptions, the learner will identify the knowledge of the project to be developed. Learners will 
work both individually and in groups on specific projects proposed by tutors and by industry live 
projects. They will be expected to integrate their creativity with the knowledge of the technical 
features of materials and with the application of emerging technologies. Thanks to the graphic 
representation and to the realization of small prototypes they will better understand the interaction 
of such an object with surrounding space and to evaluate its functional and ergonomic aspects. 

The supporting  study of the history of Italian Design through the analysis of cult products of the 
‘Made in Italy’ tradition, the learners will approach their studies, first and foremost with an aesthetic 
sensibility, which is one of the main features of the successful Italian style around the world. They 
will be invited to identify and progress a project pathway and apply theoretical knowledge to de-
sign practice. Through working with design professionals and companies they will build their skill 
and potential as creative practitioners. The depth of knowledge and research on issues such as in-
dustry, entrepreneurship, market, the consumer, trend and communication will be important factors 
with the aim to build the skills to manage the project development, as well as the design process.
The course will include some very important designer case histories, that will support step by step 
the development of the projects made by participants to the course.

The professional is a ‘designer at 360°’, whose thoughts and ideas are a point of reference for 
the future of design. The designer is concerned with the world of products and objects, and has to 
handle the complexities of design in the light of cultural influences, a need for vision and expertise. 
Designers must establish effective relationships with companies and the market, in harmony with 
their own personal approaches to design, which enables the delivery by the project stakeholders 
of a challenging creative design vision. Their capacity for ideas and the selling of them will lead to 
achieve the right design proposal and the subsequent successful communication of it to market.

learning outcomes
•  critically analyze and select creative ideas 

for development;
•  select and interpret diverse consumer 

behavior;
•  assess the company and how to commu-

nicate the brand identity through the pro-
duct;

•  critically analyse the choice of materials 
and the production process;

•  interpret and professionally develop a 
project of design and its graphic represen-
tation;

•  understand social changes and how these 
can influence different project solutions.

programme
•  design of contemporary italian products
•  concepts in product italian design
•  reflections on italian design
•  research methods
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The course is intended for those who already have a degree and a portfolio 
that includes collections in accessories or who holds a sound professional back-
ground in the field. The focus of the master course is to concentrate on the cre-

ation of a line of accessories that considers the aspects that characterise ‘Made 
in Italy’, from design to production. Learners will explore how Italian manufacturing 
is exemplary throughout the world for its ability to identify the potential of materials 
and apply that knowledge to successfully balance design and function with a sophi-
sticated aesthetic. Thanks to this course the learner will have the opportunity to meet 
the most important Italian companies in the industry.

the master’s course
which celebrates

Italian style in design
& fashion.

opportunities
The accessories designers have their own brand, or work in one of the many companies that deal in accessories, footwear or in the general areas of 
leather goods. They can work in research and trend forecast studios or can work with fashion houses of either haute couture or prêt-a-porter. The 
advanced knowledge of marketing strategies and production logic opens doors for work in the world of project management and product management 
in companies that are specialists in this segment of the market.

The course begins will the design of a collection of accessories tied to the concept of ‘decorative’ 
luxury. Learners will be taught about techniques regarding the application of materials to product, 
ideas and prototype exploration. They will also analyse the managerial and marketing aspects in 
the discipline, and will carry out research into the history of luxury accessories. Design ideas will 
be applied to a women’s accessory collection linked to a leading Italian brand. During the project 
learners will elaborate the concept of ‘hidden luxury’ associated with ‘Made in Italy’, with great 
attention to heritage values and manufacture and the inter-seasonal nature of this type of design 
product.

After the study of costing and production processes associated with marketing of a design pro-
duct, the learners will articulate a coordinated design collection that includes a diverse range of 
accessories that may include handbags, small leather goods, eyewear high-tech, etc. The final 
project will be carried out in collaboration with a prestigious Italian company, with the head of 
design and the product managers, that on completion will assess the trend analysis, research, 
creative development, of it, along with the impact of visual communication and the construction 
of the prototype.

The designer and creator of accessories has complete technical knowledge and understanding of 
the characteristics of materials and the appropriate design and production of accessories associa-
ted with them. The professional is capable of interpreting fashion trends and brand image into the 
production of accessory goods, and responds to the demands of the market with forward thinking 
proposals. They are also experts in techniques that add value to traditional materials. Designers 
are able to transform shoes, bags, belts and other every day items into new iconic objects.

learning outcomes
•  design and plan an accessories collection;
•  choose appropriate materials for the pro-

duct and experiment with new shapes and 
proportions;

•  understand and know how to manage the 
production phases of accessories as de-
fined by costs and draw up professional 
production boards;

•  understand the scope of fashion and ac-
cessories companies; 

•  propose a complex, creative project with a 
wide mix of commodity-related well-coor-
dinated products. 

programme
•  the accessory product
•  collection building and management 
•  visual communication and brand identity
•  research methods
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The course is intended for those who already have a relevant degree and a portfolio  
of design work. The aim of the course is to train the professional jewellery designer who 
is able to combine creativity, research and innovation to create collections. Acquiring the 
advanced knowledge of the Italian and international manufacturing tradition permits the par-
ticipants to create jewellery that is in line with current trends in the market and with the image 
of the chosen brand.

to plan and design
a jewellery collection
requires training that

combines creative skills
alongside an advanced 

knowledge of the 
traditions of the jeweller.

opportunities
The designer and creator of jewellery works as a highly specialized freelancer for many clients or, alternatively, in one of the many companies that 
deal with fashion and luxury jewellery in boh the Italian and the international contexts, where accessories is a high growth industry and influences the 
turnover figures for many fashion brands.

Starting from the study of the materials 
used in fine jewellery and the application 
of drawing tools for visual representation of 
their ideas, the learner will deepen the analy-
sis of jewellery design, in order to develop 
new proposals aimed at the market. The 
study of a specific project that references an 
international fine jewellery company, allows 
the learner to study the characteristics of 
excellence in process and product related to 
the brand.

The learner will go on to use a creative ap-
proach and make a collection of jewellery 
designs aimed at the current market for a 
leading company in the sector of ‘made in 
Italy’ fine jewellery. This work will also inclu-
de the creation of a prototype in the work-
shop through the development of all phases 
of project development, with the study of 
materials, the graphic design and 3D visual 
proposals to the final construction and the 
final presentation to the client, thanks to the 
skills gained in research methodologies, ma-
nagement and marketing during the master 
course.

The jewellery designer is an artist, jewellery 
maker and designer who can develop col-
lections in line with international professio-
nal standards. the creative individual meets 
the current demands of the market and the 
brand image of the customer for whom they 
work. They understand each stage of the 
production process, by taking into account 
the marketing and management strategies 
as well as the communication and promotion 
of the product.

learning outcomes
•  design and plan a collection of jewellery by 

following a professional brief;
•  assess the appropriate application of tech-

niques and materials (stones, cutting, alloys, 
units of measure and weight) for the crea-
tion of jewellery;

•  manage both the technical design and the 
illustration of jewellery;

•  construct small prototype models by hand 
and create a 3D software rendering of 
jewellery;

•  understand and implement market and com-
munication oriented strategies of luxury ac-
cessory companies.

programme
•  jewellery and construction
•  exploration of the design collection  
•  visual communication and design mana-

gement
•  research methods
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The course is intended for students who have a degree in automotive design, industrial 
design, engineers in vehicle design or an equivalent, as well as for those who have sub-
stantial experience in the field. The aim of the course is to prepare design specialists in 
high-end interiors. They are capable of developing project solutions to the specific field 
of automotive interiors, using innovative and vanguard techniques and materials. 

the designer
of luxury interiors for

luxury cars, private jets,
cruise ships,

motor homes and
high-speed trains.

opportunities
At the end of the training path learners will be able to work as freelance designers or for one of the many professional studios in the field of 
automotive design, relevant industries, shipping and industrial yards, etc.  

The course is focused on the development of a project with the aim of covering each phase, that 
allow to translate the conceptual idea into an interior design solution for such spaces. Under the 
supervision of skilled tutors, the learners will show their ability to work in teams and learn the spe-
cific language of the sector. They will learn how to use the tools in technical drawing, 3D modeling 
and research methodologies, furthermore how to create solutions that are in line with market 
needs and the company brand identity. 

Starting from the brief with the client, the students will experience design, then they will develop 
further projects, in collaboration with important companies in the sector, showing their ability to 
independently manage all aspects of development. They will respect ‘lead times’, proper use of 
professional tools, the organization of the development process all the way to the final presenta-
tion. Tutors will guide the process with particular emphasis on the quality of the work, on the basis 
of research methods used to generate ideas that are innovative and coherent with the style of 
the company brand, as well as the communicative ability regarding the work. The company that 
commissioned the project will judge the student work.

Designers of such ‘mobile’ spaces are able to integrate the concept of ergonomics and comfort 
into the concept of beauty and contemporaneity, so as to create spaces that are able to generate 
a sense of wellbeing in interiors for automotive design. Such specialized and skilled professionals 
are able to interpret these reduced spaces and the effects of materials and lighting upon them, 
in order to make alternative solutions with high qualitative content, in line with the brand and 
specifications of the project. Specifically, they will design the interiors of luxury cars, yachts, luxury 
motor homes, the first and business classes of airplanes and high-speed trains, as well as suites 
on cruise ships.

learning outcomes
•  Interpret the various aspects of ‘Luxury Thin-

king’ in automotive spaces;
•  understand the different identities and 

languages of luxury Brands regarding the 
area of communication;

•  consider the creative use of aspects in de-
sign that come from other disciplines and 
use them in the automotive context;

•  Innovatively transform generic research 
into solutions that are suitable for automo-
tive spaces;

•  evaluate how social changes can bring 
about different solutions in different con-
texts;

•  translate their own ideas into a design so-
lution for automotive spaces (project).

programme
•  interior design practice in automotive 

industries
•  design function, technology and mate-

rials
•  final project, concept and visual presen-

tation
•  research methods.
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The course is aimed at candidates who already possess a degree in Graphic Design, Photography or hold 
similar work experience. The curriculum is designed to prepare learner for the role of specialists in visual 
languages related to multimedia communication through strategic competences in the practical use of 
video, sound and the interaction with real space. The submission of a portfolio, a knowledge of Adobe 
Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign and the basics of photography are a prerequisite to access the master 
course. The student will be able to realize multimedia project complexities for use in various contexts.

languages of multimedia
communication through

the use of 3d visualization,
video, sound.

Starting from the process of storyboarding, the learner will acquire technical and theoretical know-
ledge focused on the creation of a video project from setting to shooting. Subsequently the lear-
ner will delve into the techniques and subject analysis in order to conceive proposals, which will 
become useful starting points for the development of a project for a company in industry.
  
In the final phase of the course, the experience gained with the company and the research 
methods acquired will permit the learner to create independently an elaborate project that is 
both innovative and personal, capable of translation into a multimedia solutions suitable for 
specific contents. Thanks to the use of techniques such as 3D animation and sound design 
as applied to the moving image, the learner will create a video that is contextualized in a 
physical space.

Specialized in the use of the multimedia languages linked to video, sound, motion graphics 
and 3D animation, the visual designer will have a cultural training in the areas of cinema, 
art and music, including new trends in communication.  They will understand the techni-
ques to set and shoot a video through the use of the most innovative software, as well 
as plan experimental strategies that are in line with the field of new media and commu-
nication codes. 

learning outcomes
•  process communication strategies con-

nected to brand experience;
•  set up complex multimedia projects and 

apply them to different contexts of brand 
coordinated communication;

•  integrate the language of graphic design 
with the language of video;

•  manage the use of sound in a multimedia 
project;

•  analyse the use of 3D animation techni-
ques and motion graphics within a video 
project.

programme
•  visual communication
•  design of new media
•  interactive video and artistic direction
•  research methods

opportunities
The visual designer works as a freelance 
designer or with one of the many companies 
dealing with ‘brand experience’, advertising, 
corporate identity, web and event design. 
Insofar as the career opportunities available, 
this professional can find work in an adver-
tising company, TV and broadcasting, video 
production agencies, web agencies, press 
offices or in a graphic design studio, etc.
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Aimed at candidates who already have a degree in graphic design, product 
or similar work experience. The teaching is for those who work in specific  
‘luxury oriented’ markets or brands that seek to achieve a unique positioning in 
the cluster of luxury goods. The presentation of a portfolio and good knowledge 
of Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and Indesign are important prerequisites for the 
course. The objective of the master’s course is to create art directors and brand 
designers with a rich knowledge and informed viewpoint of creative and strategic 
approaches, to position appropriately a brand through the communication in luxury 
packaging.

strategically ‘dress’
a product to create

added brand
and product value. 

Starting from the study of the basic techniques of 3D modeling, the curriculum explores the use 
of materials and visual communication, focusing on the characterisation of font types and key vi-
suals. Following an overview of the historical and social-cultural developments of luxury goods, the 
learning will lead to the analysis and definition of brand values for the target market. This course 
focuses on the advanced virtual modeling techniques and papermaking technologies available to 
designers as well as the graphic design aimed at luxury packaging and the identification of latest 
styles and trends in the world of luxury oriented products.

Acquiring strategic skills in order to build brand personality in the field of luxury, the learner will be 
involved in the creation of a new concept of a luxury brand product through the briefing phase with 
the client, building a strategic and practical application of 3D modeling techniques, and advanced 
prototyping. The project carried out will be concerned with the development of the luxury brand at 
industry level and will involve a presentation to the client.

Thanks to the in-depth knowledge of the current trends in the fashion and luxury industry, the 
designer specialized in luxury packaging is that expert highly specialized who is able to conceive 
innovative product strategies to give a brand an unexpected, new and real marketing and commu-
nication added value. 

opportunities
A designer specialized in luxury packaging works in a design studio or in one of the many international luxury design or fashion companies. In the range 
of further career opportunities available, the luxury packaging designer can find work in branding agencies, advertising, graphic design studios or in 
communication departments within fashion and luxury companies.

learning outcomes
•  structure the methodology of ideas for the 

creation of a luxury brand vision;
•  integrate 3D modeling techniques within 

creative projects surrounding luxury pro-
ducts;

•  manage the knowledge and use of exclusi-
ve materials and techniques 

•  associate the use of graphic design to the 
communication strategies of luxury-orien-
ted brands;

•  strategically evaluate the concept of luxury 
in the marketing of the brand identity.

programme
•  visual communication
•  contemporary luxury packaging
•  new concepts in luxury packaging
•  research methods
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The course is intended for learners who already have a degree in graphics, communi-
cations or marketing and who know the basics of coding in html.  The course will cover 
which trends and technological solutions must be implemented to improve brand value 
communication of the selected brand equity and manage, as social media coordinators, 
the politics of online customer relation management (social & PR). Learners will also be 
able to analyze different e-commerce strategies, evaluating which of these should be 
applied in the retail politics of a brand.

communicate
and sell digital fashion: 

the role of the expert
in strategies for

new media in fashion.

programme
•  social media and innovation management
•  digital project
•  fashion web marketing
•  strategies for the visual web 
•  research methods

learning outcomes
•  interpret the requests of a fashion brand by 

realizing a market-oriented, communicati-
vely effective website, with the program-
ming necessary to obtain desired results;

•  analyze the effects that progress in digital 
media technology and the influence that 
the internet has on companies and consu-
mers;

•  reposition the online relations between the 
consumer and a brand;

•  critically evaluate the approach of the re-
presentation of e-commerce in the deve-
lopment of a brand;

•  analyze the key factors in the formulation, 
development and implementation of web 
marketing  strategies  and establish an 
action plan in relation to the scenario given.

The aim of the course is, in fact, to develop a critical analysis of the best ways to integrate direct 
commercial channels with web-based alternatives, the use of social media, and the CRM data 
analysis to further improve the value of a brand and attract consumers to the online fashion mar-
ket from all over the world. Thus the learners will study programming languages for new digital 
technologies and mobile devices used in brand communication. They will study the strategies of 
web marketing and how the values of a company are communicated to the client audience. At the 
same time they will also study in detail web marketing and communication strategies of the most 
important case histories. 

Themes in the design and planning of a website will be analysed through the development of a 
project in real collaboration with a company in the industry. After the study of the specific legal 
implications of e-commerce and the visual representation of the project for the client, the course 
will then focus on the analysis of topics connected to styling and visual merchandising to under-
stand how a company can enter the virtual world with the luxury and appeal of its brand identity. 
The final project will be focused on the implementation of an e-commerce website of an existing 
fashion brand.

The expert in internet fashion is a professional figure who looks towards the future. Faced 
with the growing demand in the emerging online sales sector, Istituto Marangoni has created a 
master course in digital fashion design to link fashion business with the web design. Through 
advanced knowledge of web marketing and of digital media and trends in the international do-
main, the specialist in digital fashion will develop new strategies intended to promote the image 
of a brand, in line with the different product and client targets.

opportunities
At the end of the course, professionals have plenty of roles they could undertake in the labor market with the skills obtained such as: from managing 
a web agency to work with magazines’ or fashion companies’ editorial staff, reaching vertical ecommerce portals. Key opportunities that could be 
mentioned are: digital art director, digital brand manager, web fashion designer, customer intelligence manager, online store manager, web visual mer-
chandising, web marketing specialist and social network coordinator.
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This master’s course is meant for candidates with either design, business or ma-
nagement backgrounds that want to develop in-depth skills in managing and de-
veloping design as a strategic asset within luxury design companies. The course 
shows how a design approach can be used to develop innovative solutions and 

advance a company’s strategic positioning. This requires the use of both design and 
management skills exemplified in the Made in Italy tradition which will be explored 
during the course. 

leadership
for luxury brands

through
design thinking

Postgraduate Programmes | Master ’s Course

in partnership with                                  www.macromedia-university.de

The course articulates along three axes built around a set of units focusing on business, design 
and research. It gives understanding of the design process and the creativity tools required to 
develop products and services within multidisciplinary innovation-driven business contexts in the 
luxury fashion and luxury design field.

Participants engage in inter and multi-disciplinary projects that combine design awareness and 
business knowledge, that requires an understanding of management models, project manage-
ment, creativity and leadership. The course trains participants in research methods in design and 
management to provide a greater understanding of design and management problems, and as 
a basis through which to develop a research theme that will be explored and addressed in their 
thesis project. 

Companies increasingly recognise the value of design and the way designers think as a strategic 
asset as a necessary alternative to traditional management methods and approaches.  Design 
managers with dual design and management skills are still rare on the market and this master’s 
course will give participants a competitive advantage.  Typically, design managers integrate com-
panies at different levels and within different units, but naturally might work with or within R&D 
Departments, Product Development, Marketing, Brand Strategy to develop a design-driven inno-
vation and creativity approach throughout the company. 

learning outcomes
•  apply management theory and practice to complex, global business 

contexts;
•  apply a design thinking methodology to enhance innovation within 

a business driven context through integrative thinking, experiential 
learning and empathy; 

•  identify and analyse complex problems and demonstrate problem 
solving capabilities in multidisciplinary team lead projects;

•  demonstrate advanced skills in project management and control 
leadership and team building for design driven business companies 
within fast moving and shifting global contexts;

•  apply creativity methods to the generation of new products and 
services through interactive, user-centred and systemic design ap-
proaches.

programme
• management models 
• design theory 
• project management 
• design practice 
• creativity and leadership 
• advanced design practice 
• research methods and thesis
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the 
who’s
who

of Istituto Marangoni’s graduates  
is enriched each year  

by internationally renowed  
names in the fashion industry.

dolce&gabbana domenico dolce / moschino franco moschino / umit benan
nicola brundage / paula cadermartori / susanna cornet co-te tomaso anfossi e 

francesco ferrari / barbara e lucia croce / alessandro de benedetti / francesco 
di giorgi / funlayo deri / ruggero de santis / alessandra facchinetti / licia florio

roberto fragata bianca gervasio / olivier green / stefano guerriero / aurelia 
hoang / paolo isoni / liron itzhakov / antonina izmaylova / marios loizoi / rafael 

lopez cristina miraldi / katrina mootich / alexandro palombo / maurizio pecoraro
alessia prekop / andrea pompilio / pamela quinz / lisa rubini / emma swimmwear 

emmanouela iliaki / vera thordardottir / tvscia alisa soldini / lucia padrini est.her 
esther van der berg / harper’s bazaar thailand duang wannaporn / abercrombie 

& fitch enrique cordero / valentina lucia artigas espinoza sarah mathilde chan kin 
acne paper sivan surrie / adidas y3 olivia igwe / alberta ferretti kristel papagna 

alexander mcqueen marasmi apsari / piyaporn tantivorawong / eline carmen 
westerhof / aquilano rimondi elisa cuttone / arcadia group sophie wayne / atelier to 
go carina arab / balenciaga sofie insam / balmain justine chomette / belstaff adriana 

belonic / benetton lisa durante / blancha alessandro di lorenzo / bonnet a pompon 
carmen estrada gutierrez / bottega veneta luca giovanni valentini / beatrice botto

chiara zampini / burberry mery kfouri / elizaveta vrtskikh / qi chen / alexia guanabara 
sednaoui / calvin klein / francesca re / lars alexander beppler / rea dae lilliard / linnea 
johnson / canali lorenza sala / celine maria beatriz menendez de la serna / juliana ramos 

siqueira / chanel maria enciso / shana vernoux / chloé geraldine chevrolet / christian 
dior zlata savostova / raffaella suaria / comeforbreakfast francesco alanga / cos joanna 

brimstad / sigrid cristina osvald / cute circuit marina delgrano / damir doma antonina 
khrokina / david koma marcos batuecas / diane von furstenberg margherita garosci / diesel 
liana giousmi / dolce&gabbana flavia malta / pasquale grosso / dove magazine italy chiara 

ugo baudino / dressing the man marine serpe / dsquared2 daniele cetroni / benedetta ghetti 
egomark wen tang / klara anna emilia norri / erdem esteves joana / luoise charlotte / estee 

lauder josephine / lewing etro carlotta bovio / benedetta de luca / giulia cortella / valentina 
dolce / farftech marine helene laurence mechin / fashion buro kzakhstn anara khamitova 
 fast retailing celia dubois / fitch wwp rishika nayak / frankie morello lorenzo oddo / francesca 

agueci / mariana de barros guimares / frenchologie cecilia caoville / fyodor golan golan frydman 
gareth pugh dorotea pospihalj / giambattista valli nicola brognano / gianfranco ferrè giorgia 

vernotti / giorgio armani rocco iannone / gaia mainetti / maria santos laguna / givenchy francisco 
terra / katja luostarinen / elisabeth van hammé / glamour italy valentina di pinto / grazia italy 
federica salto / h&m desiree pagadauan / harrys harf london giulia acchiardi / hermès lisa scopel 

hugo boss marianna aloisi / hussein chalayan jessica lomax / simone caroline leimgruber / img 
amaya gonzales lantero / imperfect perfectionista elina galuga / isabelle martine martina frappi 

anais copini / iylisa lena savchenko / jil sander giorgia vernotti / thea cozzi / jimmie martin & mccoy 
marianna ermoshina / jimmy choo sophie schrinzi / francesca adovasio / jo no fui alice ferraro 
 joe fresh sezin calikoglu / jonathan saunders emma maria bergren / joseph limited julie catrin adler 

karl lagerfeld veronica ambrosetti / karla otto valerie richardson / kenzo ayse arel / kinder aggugini 
maria moiseeva / kristian aadnevik viviana de ferrari mariategui / l’officiel homme italy alessandra faja 

l’wren scott simon jacob sonar / hanna alexandra svedberg / la rinascente sara el wazzan / lanvin maria 
giulia migliore / françois allard / larusmiani alice etro / les hommes jonathan stern / liberty marlene 
stensdotter drennow / isabela falcao yres / lifung trading federica sampogna / loewe inese maestro 

marcet / louis vuitton davy pittoors / agnés limonaire / m.h.alshaya stine reinfjell bjornoy / marlboro 
classic erica perin / mao fanni szokoli / marco bologna marco giugliano / matteo franchetto / marie claire 

claire alice piemonti / marika vera lingerie marika vera / marni giulia longo / rita favatà / mary katrantzou 
simona rumenova stoyanova / spyridoula varvara tzemari / mary lint samara toscani chini / massimo dutti 
setare badi / matrix sourcing ansa / hasan / maurizio baldassarri bianca omeldo / mawi valeria maria pratto 

max mara federica botti / mirja rosendahl menswear mirja rosendahl / moschino valeria capra / mtv avinash 
kalra / mulberry julia tabore / my wardrobe vanessa marieke / anna eva fischer / naza yousefi accessories 

naza yousefi / ndalo media / ntokozo kunene / neil barret marta mukenge / net a porter isabela garcia 
moreno /  nike jessica lomax / no uniform maria natividad buitron prats / not just a label anastasia maria kaplan
 andrew maxwell mcbride peterson / numero leonie gwerder / olivier theyskens steffy bauwens / paco rabanne 

frederic alexander / cristina maura / paolita anna paola papaconstantinou / laura jacqueline steckl / patricia 
nicolas sinome johanna aleida / versteegh / alejandra orozco de la garza / patrizia pepe filomena cavallaro

giuditta goggioli / paul smith karin helena tellow / anna nordin / philipp plein alessandra macellaro / denise 
saltz / piazza sempione anna bulatova / pierre ancy francesco polimeno / pixelway noelia careddu / pollini mario 
amerigo di castri / pop & roy mimo havstad / porzia t paola pessariol / prada elena gatti / elisa parpinelli / giulia 

felicani / ah young kim / pringle of scotland sophie marie zovighian / claudia gamba / puma by hussein chalayan 
louise korner / raoul giulia abruzzese / ratti marta cucciniello / ines massi / red by wolves shoes lena lecain lipp

renato corti stefano bordogna / rené caovilla wenbo yu / reward style raphael ludwig hartmann roggendorf
riccardo grassi showroom mariangela capasso / richard nicoll maria sbiti / roberto cavalli andrea laura / siro brigiano

 francesco corcione ji sun lee / rosa clandestino silvia argüello / safilo priyanka prdhan / saint laurent paris alice lefons 
elisabetta perissuti / cayetana blanco masaveu / salvatore ferragamo alida paradiso / see by chloé fabio alfonsi 

sergio daricello sergio daricello / sergio rossi guilherme cury / silver spoon attire claire avigail / stella mccartney 
allegra sacerdoti / sugarfree natalia georgala / taylormade aigerim raiymkulova / temperley london martina maempel

tod’s beatrice mandorlo / valeria esteve gonzalez / tom ford charlotte olivia lewis / jeannine desiree ellen schulze 
ubi sunt menswear aidin sanati / valentino rachele tonelli / giuseppe caserta / giordana marino / daniele bigiani
veronica moncho lobo victor manuel alvarez gonzalez / jekaterina petrusenko / versace dario vecchione / danil wong

fernanda zeeman / vivienne westwood alexandra katie elizabeth besterman / isabelle chidenius / vogue spain noelia terron
wallpaper magazine / anna khimich / whyred johan fondberg / zegna juhyung jung / lixuan wang abercrombie&fitch / adidas 



Istituto Marangoni is the home of internationality. Every year 
3,000 candidates come from all over the world  to enroll on 

its courses. To ease their transition to living in a new city and to 
help them choose the course of study most suited to their abili-

ties and their desires for professional growth, Istituto Marangoni 
has a series of services:

The Orientation Service is a free service with no obligations, 
available to all new applicants. It provides information about study 

programmes and professional possibilities, as well as informing can-
didates of the companies who come to Istituto Marangoni to scout 
for graduates and interns.

The Orientation Interview is an indispensible part of the prepara-
tion for admissions, applications and scholarship applications, which 

are limited in number. During the meeting it is possible to present an 
authentic body of creative work or a portfolio; immediate feedback is 
available on the possibility of being admitted onto the courses offered.

The Open Day is an entire day dedicated to information service for 
students. It is an important day for those who wish to apply to Istituto  

Marangoni, to choose the correct course, see the possibilities for profes-
sional placement and to have a detailed understanding of all the services 
offered.  

Please visit the website istitutomarangoni.com

Istituto Marangoni provides up-to-date information about arrangements with a 
series of residences, hotels and apartments available to share, and puts people 
in contact with those who are interested in that type of accommodation.    

For students who are nearing graduation, there is a consulting service for pro-
fessional orientation: from the preparation of a CV and interviews, to contact with 

companies who are offering internships.
During the course of study Istituto Marangoni may support students in finding intern-

ships, provide special projects, seminars and workshops for participants to relate to 
the market of fashion. In addition to the graduation show at the end of year, with the 

participation of agents and press, there are special initiatives that support and complete 
the basic teaching curriculum. 
At the end of the academic course, two huge media events with an international scope 

are organized, ‘The Fashion Show’ and ‘The Degree Show’. These consist of real shows 
which are attended by agents in the sector, specialist press companies, fashion and  

design industries and promotional agents; an indispensable showcase for the launch of a 
brilliant career. In 2014 the Careers Service of Milano, Paris, London and Shanghai placed 
over 500 graduates in the most important fashion and deisgn companies, all over Europe.

Each year Istituto Marangoni offers an extensive programme of scholarships to deserving or 
talented students to attend postgraduate courses. 

Write to: scholarships@istitutomarangoni.com

ORIENTATION

HOUSING

CAREERS SERVICE

SCHOLARSHIPS



Are you
interested in

short courses?
download

the short couses prospectus
from istitutomarangoni.com

special thanks to

credits
we would like to thank students for providing some of the pictures that appear in this prospectus
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Julie Adler 
Francesca Adovasio

Asya Allahverdova
Gilda Ambrosio

Nicolò Andreoni
Ksenia Bazarevich

Nicola Besagni
Paula Cademartori

Giulia Capresi
Gabriel Carasso

Sisi Chen
Yan Yan Chen
Elena Davsar

Luciana Francalanci
Laura Franco

Emma Galli
Vladimir Herga

Ayoung Ji
Victoria Kammerer

Sofia Lai
Matteo Lamandini

Olimpia Liberti
Elchin Mammadov

Jolita Manolova
Viola Marella Biasiach

Ludovica Martinelli
Simone Martinelli

Ines Massi
Andrea Maurp

Lucy Mcrae
Arabella Midwood

Ludovica Misciatelli
Diana Neumark

Ana Rakel Olafsdottir
Nandy Ottessen

Teresa Piardi
Malak Rabbat

Alexander Rieder
Anastasia Rozhkova

Mileta Savlaeva
Nina Savlayeva

Jenya Scherbyna

Anton Stepine
Uj Sung

Tiziano Susca
Iskakova Tahmina

Dilara Talishkhanova
Natalia Troitskaya

Nicolas Wirth
Xing Xiang

Vazira Zakirova
Rafaella Zanettou
Amina Zhaitapova

Clio Zupanovic

Jensen • Switzerland
photographer Enrico Cano

Open Society Foundations 
designer Tirmizi Campbell




